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Abstract
Over the last two decades, social movements and protest groups have been
reshaped by their use of the Internet and ICT technology. On the one hand,
such tools have helped social movements find and disseminate information,
recruit participants, organise, coordinate, and make decisions (Kavada, 2010:
101). Groups such as the Zapatistas, hailed ‗first informational guerrilla
movement‘ by Castells (2004), are an example of how protest groups have
been reshaped by the adoption of the Web ICT technology.

On the other hand, the Internet has generated a new form of protest: online
activism. Despite the proliferation of online activist campaigns, this form of
―activism through clicks‖ has been subjected to criticism (Morozov, 2009a,
2009b, 2011; Christensen, 2011, 2012). For the slacktivist critique, such
typology of activism does not appear to be motivated by and does not seem to
aim at solving issues of political nature and of global resonance.

This study focuses on the SOPA Strike, protest launched in response to the
Stop Online Piracy Act. The American nonprofit Fight for the Future,
successfully managed to engage and mobilise thousands of Internet users,
advocacy groups, tech companies, gamers and other groups who, on January
18, 2012, joined the largest protest in the history of the Internet.
By looking at three online campaigns the NGO launched in response to SOPA –
Free Bieber, American Censorship Day and Boycott GoDaddy – as well as its
discourse on social media, this thesis tries to identify the tactics Fight for the
Future used to enhance e-mobilisation.
Keywords: online activism, e-mobilisation, protest tactics, SOPA, Fight for the
Future, slacktivism
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1 Introduction
On October 26, 2011, the anti-piracy bill Stop Online Piracy Act (H.R. 3261),
commonly known as SOPA, was introduced in the U.S. House. The act,
proposed by Republican Chairman of the House Judiciary Committee Lamar S.
Smith, was ‗largely supported by the entertainment and mass media industry,
that aimed to stop the spread of pirated content and provide copyright holders
the ability to block access to foreign websites that host pirated content‘ (Yetgin
et al., 2012: 7). The bill generated a big debate.

In fact, the act was criticised for being too broad and not clearly written, and for
being open to abuse by copyright holders, Internet service providers, and the
government (ibid.). The SOPA opposition saw possible repercussions not only
for those committing copyright infringement, but for the Web in general.
Websites such as YouTube [and social networks Facebook and Twitter] that
unknowingly hosted pirated content could be shut down without giving owners a
chance to defend themselves(ibid.). Thus, the Stop Online Piracy Act was
object of harsh criticism for being a censorship tool that would threaten online
freedom.

The peak of the anti-SOPA protests was reached on January 18, 2012. On that
day, Web users, companies – including giants such as Wikipedia, Google,
Wired and Facebook – and advocacy groups and NGOs like Electronic Frontier
Foundation, Free Press and Demand Progress, participated in the online
protest known as the SOPA Strike. The protest, coordinated by the American
nonprofit organisation Fight for the Future and carried out using a combination
of sensor humour and protest tactics, recreated the feeling of censorship by
blacking out the homepage and denying access to the participant organisations‘
and companies‘ websites.
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As it will be discussed later on, the use of humour, protest tactics and elements
such as memes, units of popular culture that are circulated, imitated, and
transformed by Internet users, creating a shared cultural experience, (Milner,
2013: 367), played a central role in the mobilisation of various social groups and
stakeholders who became key components of the anti-SOPA movement in its
fight against SOPA. With almost one billion people blocked from the 150,000+
websites that participated in the blackout, over four million emails sent and ten
million petition signatures collected1, the SOPA Strike represents a
unprecedented case of online mobilisation. This alone could constitute a big
enough reason for social scientists to put the focus of their research on the
SOPA protest and its organiser, Fight for the Future.

While it cannot be denied that offline aspects such as street rallies, phone calls
and meetings with Senators - as well as the political-economic aspects of the
fight against SOPA and PIPA - played an important role, it was the online
dimension of what has been described as an ‗online firestorm‘ (Weisman, 2012)
and ‗a huge victory for grassroots online organising‘ (Tsukayama, 2012) that led
the anti-SOPA movement to victory.

Another reason that led me to study the SOPA and Fight for the Future case is
the fact that this protest has a fundamental difference compared to previous
activist campaigns that relied on the Internet. From the Zapatistas and the
Friends of the Earth back in the 1990s all the way to more recent events of the
Arab Spring, ICT technology has been a critical element for each of these social
movements and protest groups.

Whether it served as a tool for communication and for what Hands (2011) labels
mobil(e)isation, as alternative media promoting the circulation of alternative
interpretations (Routledge, 2000; Lievrouw, 2011), or as a way of bypassing
control, censorship and surveillance practices exercised by governments as in
1

Retrieved June 29, 2014 from http://www.sopastrike.com/numbers/
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the case of the Arab Spring, the Internet has been a key component for each
protest group.

The SOPA debate, however, triggered my interest as it was a discussion about
the nature of the Internet itself. The SOPA case was not just another protest
using the Web to fight for a cause. It was a fight for the Internet, with the
Internet. What would have happened to future protests, had the battle against
SOPA been lost and the Web changed its structure and the way it functions?
This is why I decided to focus on the SOPA Strike and Fight for the Future.

1.1 Aim of the study and research questions
This research attempts to look at how the American NGO Fight for the Future2,
considered one of the masterminds of ‗the largest online protest in the history of
the Internet‘ (Goodman, 2012; Dickinson, 2012), engaged thousands of people
and how it mobilised them into joining its cause against SOPA and PIPA and
take action. This thesis focuses on two aspects of Fight for the Future in regard
to SOPA.

On the one hand, it observes how the American nonprofit utilised discourse
strategies - on its website and in the three anti-SOPA and PIPA online
campaigns Free Bieber3, American Censorship Day4 and Boycott GoDaddy5 - to
enhance e-mobilisation. In order to answer the research question, ―How did the
American nonprofit Fight for the Future enhance e-mobilisation through the
discourse strategies used in its online campaigns?‖, I carried out a qualitative
discourse analysis of Fight for the Future‘s homepage and those of the three
Internet campaigns.

2

Retrieved June 30, 2014 from https://www.fightforthefuture.org/
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4
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On the other hand, this thesis attempts to identify the interactive features of the
NGO‘s discourse on social media. To address the second research question,
“What were the interactive features of Fight for the Future‘s campaign on social
media?‖, I used a quantitative content analysis of its Facebook posts and
tweets from October 18, 2011 (date of the creation of Fight for the Future‘s
Facebook page), to January 20, 2012 (48 hours after the SOPA Strike).

For the fact that the Internet culture was at the base of the anti-SOPA
movement, I expected visual elements to be a key component of Fight for the
Future‘s discourse. Web users‘ short attention span and the importance of
relying on graphic elements to convey a message on a website have been
widely discussed across various fields (Hong et al., 2004; Rosenkrans, 2009;
Weatherhead, 2014). As Fight for the Future aimed at mobilising different kinds
of people, I hypothesised that they would put strong emphasis on images,
videos and infographics.

I presumed that videos, photos and infographics would be used to discuss the
negative consequences of the SOPA and PIPA bills using a style that would suit
everyone, even those who may not have been following politics up close.
Moreover, I hypothesised that the nonprofit would often use memes,
‗multimodal symbolic artefacts created, circulated, and transformed by
countless meditated cultural participants‘ (Milner, 2013: 2359). As memes are
increasingly vibrant and prominent in mediated public discourse(ibid.), I
expected Fight for the Future to strongly rely on them to both communicate on
social media with its ―allies‖ and to address those in favour of SOPA and PIPA.

In my initial presumptions, I assumed that Fight for the Future would enhance
interactivity on social media by using direction mentions (using @handle on
Twitter and Facebook) of its members and its opponents. Furthermore, I
expected the NGO to strongly rely on social media to spread content and links
to its website, Free Bieber, American Censorship Day and Boycott GoDaddy.

5

1.2 How does the SOPA case fit into academic research?
The anti-SOPA movement had a wry, almost cheeky sense of humour fitting for
Web culture, and it mobilised people at the grassroots level through social
media and utilising the very speech tools of the Internet that it sought to protect
(Lee, 2013: 243). This alone can be seen as a motivation for studying this ‗new
kind of twenty-century protest, one carried out online through social media,
blogs, Facebook pages, YouTube videos, tweets, and online petitions‘ (p. 245).

Previous studies had focused on the SOPA case (Band, 2012; Sanchez, 2012;
Carrier, 2013), but placed it within the context of the copyright - open source vs.
online piracy - debate. Other scholars (Yetgin et al., 2012; Ammori, 2013; Lee,
2013; Moon et al. 2013) did study it outside such context. However, the object
of analysis was the movement as a whole, rather than a single group of
individuals (such as Fight for the Future). In this sense, there seems to be a
need, within academic research, of an analysis of Fight for the Future.

From the point of view of researchers, this study appears interesting, as it
attempts to identify how technology and protest tactics were used to trigger
passion (Mouffe, 2000), foster the political engagement of social agents (Laclau
& Mouffe, 1985) and to enhance the mobil(e)isation (Hands, 2011) of the
thousands of individuals who joined the strike.According to Uldam (2010),
academic research that looks at political engagement online should focus on
‗capturing the ways in which modes of presentation, verbal-visual
correspondence, and the aesthetic qualities of online campaigns condition
complex processes of meaning making‘ (p. 119).

Another reason that justifies the choice of having Fight for the Future and the
SOPA-case as objects of analysis is the fact that this protest focused on
technology itself. In recent years, technology has played a crucial role in cases
such as that of the Arab Spring (Diamond & Plattner, 2012; Howard & Hussain,
2012; Yahyatnejad & Gheytanchi, 2012; Hill, 2013). This means that, had
SOPA passed, the very structure of the Internet would have changed. Hence,
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Fight for the Future, the anti-SOPA movement and the strike indirectly impacted
those protests that have relied on Web 2.0 and social media as tools to
communicate, organise and carry out protest tactics.

By focusing on how Fight for the Future enhanced e-mobilisation, this study
also addresses Meyer‘s & Whittier‘s (1994) concept of movement spillover.
Through its discourse and the protest strategies it utilised, the American
nonprofit successfully mobilised various groups of people: geeks, progressives,
the Tea Party, gamers, anarchists and suits(Moon et al., 2013). This aspect,
paired with the hundreds of thousands of people who joined the SOPA Strike on
January 18, 2012, makes Fight for the Future a perfect example of movement
spillover of big proportions.

From an e-mobilisation perspective, this case may be seen as an exception to
the slacktivist critique (Morozov, 2009a, 2009b, 2011; Christensen, 2011,
2012). Morozov (2009a) sees activism through clicks as an apt term to describe
feel-good online activism that has zero political or social impact. It gives those
who participate in slacktivist campaigns an illusion of having a meaningful
impact on the world. Christensen (2011) considers the outcome of such
campaigns as insufficient to achieve political goals. That of the anti-SOPA
movement, however, may be seen as a case that proves such a view of online
activism wrong.

Choosing Fight for the Future as an object of analysis combines aspects of the
research tradition of social movements (Taylor et al., 2001; Gurak & Logie,
2003; Uldam, 2010; Joyce, 2010; Hands, 2011; Cammaerts, 2012), the study of
the use of protest tactics and discourse strategies to foster massive mobilisation
(Devillart & Waniewski, 2010; Lievrouw, 2011; Boyd, 2012), and sheds light on
the largest protest to ever take place online.
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2 Resistance, technology and social movements
The battle against SOPA and PIPA was only the latest case of social
movement, a concept that has been studied by several scholars (Taylor et. al,
2001; Kahn & Kellner, 2004; Fenton, 2008, 2009; Uldam, 2010; Hands, 2011;
Hill, 2013). Instances of protest movements as an expression of such have
proliferated across different social spheres and realities and have, at times,
even crossed national borders. From the Mexican rebel group known as the
Zapatistas, the ‗first informational guerrilla movement‘ for Castells (2004: 82),
the Friends of the Earth and the Battle of Seattle in the 1990s, to the United for
Peace and Justice (UFPJ) movement in the 2000s and, more recently, the Arab
Spring. The field of protest and social movements has touched a diversified
array of topics, cultural groups and geographic areas.

While it is indeed true that each of the social movements mentioned above, as
well as many others, may have differed in terms of agenda and interests, they
did have a few elements in common. Hands‘ (2011) definitions of dissent and
resistance bring such similarities to the surface. According to the scholar,
Dissent may be expressed within certain prescribed democratic
procedures designed to engage with and draw opinion from a body of
citizens. One can express dissent against an unjust law and try to have it
changed, campaigning, appealing to civil society, protesting on the
streets and so forth. It is enough to withhold assent, to disagree with your
interlocutor for such action to be defined as dissent. (p.4)

In each of the aforementioned examples, dissidents all opposed what they
considered to be an unjust law (pro-nuclear environmental politics in the case of
the Friends of the Earth, the perceived oppression by the Mexican state for the
Zapatistas, the lack of democracy in the Arab Spring and so forth).However, the
actions of protest movements have also adopted a more active approach, what
Hands (2011) calls resistance:
Resistance, on the other hand, suggests a more active and stubborn
approach. One can conceive of resistance taking place when acts readily
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cross the boundary into defiance of authority or perceived injustice. This
may well be backed up by the use of force, whether implicit or explicit. It
is the refusal not just of consent but also of compliance. (ibid)

With the exception of some instances, in which resistance turned into violence,
the ‗more active […] approach‘ (ibid.) appears to be a common denominator of
protest movements. Not surprisingly, the spheres of social change, protests,
social movements and revolutions have been grouped and categorised as one
phenomenon: activism (Lievrouw, 2011; Hands, 2011; Earl & Kimport, 2011;
Hill, 2013).

The one characteristic shared by all the previously mentioned activist groups,
and one of the key concepts this research discusses, is their adoption of
technology and its use in so-called online activism(McCaughey & Ayers, 2003;
Gurak & Logie, 2003; Knudsen & Stage, 2012; Boyd, 2012;) - also known as
cyberactivism.

2.1 Mobilisation, online activism and hacktivism: the Web as a tool for
protest
The adoption of ICT, and the Internet in particular, by social movements have
been widely discussed by various researchers (Fenton, 2008; Fenton 2009;
Uldam, 2010; Earl & Kimport, 2011; Hill, 2013). The use of ICT technology and
the Internet could not be more important for protest groups than it is today. Hill
(2013) explains how ‗any campaigner who wants to have an impact and make a
difference needs to engage with the world using the latest technological
platforms […]‘ (p. 8).

Kavada (2010) describes social movements as entities that:
•

are made up by networks of informal interactions between diverse
actors, including individuals, organisations, and groups;
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•

are bound by shared beliefs and ties of solidarity that make participants
attach a common meaning to specific collective events;

•

are involved in political and/or cultural conflicts that arise as a result of
social change. (p. 102)

The turning point for the social movements-technology relation was the 1990s.
Kahn & Kellner (2004) explain how there has been growing discussions of
Internet activism and how new media have been used effectively by a variety of
political movements (Best & Kellner, 2001; Couldry & Curran, 2003). It was the
early adoption and use of the Web by the Mexican group the Zapatistas, note
Best & Kellner (2001), which quickly dramatised how new media and grassroots
progressivism might synergise, excite the world, and challenge the status quo
culture and politics. Activists who were already using technology to organise
and communicate, quickly drew upon the Zapatistas' use of the Internet to begin
broadcasting and tailoring their own messages to an emerging global audience
(Kahn & Kellner, 2004: 87).

On the one hand, ICT technology has empowered social movements on an
organisational and communication level. It has done so by:
•

allowing people to become members (by subscribing to an email list,
joining a Facebook group, etc.);

•

offering a space for discussion on courses of action (on email lists,
Facebook groups, Skype, etc.);

•

facilitating the scheduling of meetings and events (on email lists, through
calendar-matching services, etc.);

•

enabling voting (through e-voting tools);
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•

allowing the authoring and exchange of to-do lists (Kavada, 2010: 109).

Furthermore, for Kavada, online tools, can help social movements find and

disseminate information, recruit participants, organise, coordinate, and make
decisions (p. 101). From the emails sent by the Friends of the Earth to world
leaders attending the 1997 United Nations Climate Change summit in Kyoto, to
the Battle of Seattle and the United for Peace and Justice (UFPJ) movement in
the 2000s. Social movements with very different goals have relied on ICT
technologies to communicate and organise their protests.

On the other hand, technology has impacted protest groups by empowering
them. In fact, by using such tools, they now have the ability to spread their
message and to inform the media(Hill, 2013: 8). In case the media do not
respond to the social movement‘s input, the latter can bypass this aspect by
becoming itself an alternative media (Lievrouw, 2011); a source of information
that informs people even on such topics that have not received mainstream
media coverage. In the case of the Zapatista movement, for instance, the
Internet was used to ‗show the world what was really happening‘ (Rikken, 2009:
1), and it created ‗an alternative and independent media network, in which
marginalised people could express their concerns and disseminate information
unfettered by traditional information controls‘ (ibid.).

The events of the Arab Spring represent an example of how not only
movements, but ordinary citizenry more in general, have been empowered by
the Internet and ICT technologies. In fact, by informing the rest of the world through mobile devices, social media and blogs - about what was happening,
and without the need of any ―intermediary‖ (mainstream media), ordinary
citizens became citizen journalists(Tilley & Cokley, 2008; Allan & Thorsen,
2009; Couldry, 2010).

Both the case of the Arab Spring and that of the Zapatistas illustrate how
technology has impacted the government-citizen surveillance and power
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struggles relations as well. Through the use of the Web and ICT technology, it is
now possible for people to monitor the government and its action in what has
been defined as sousveillance (Mann, 2004; Ganascia, 2010; Bakir, 2010;
Reynolds, 2011). In this definition, the focus of the panopticon has shifted from
people to the government. Thus, ordinary citizenry and social movements now
have the ability to record and disseminate images and videos of abuses carried
out by governments, corporations and other powerful institutions within the
society.

From this perspective, the American nonprofit Fight for the Future can be seen
as a watchdog, constantly engaged in sousveillance actions. In fact, its website
features campaigns that focus on more than just SOPA. Issue such as PIPA,
the NSA, TPP, Net Neutrality, are all discussed on fightforthefuture.org. It
appears that, as soon as a problem is spotted, Fight for the Future calls out the
―culprit‖ and calls for protest actions by those following the NGO.

When discussing the aspects of surveillance and sousveillance, though, it is
important to remember that, while the Web has empowered citizenry and
groups by multiplying ‗new forms [of protest] and practices [of sousveillance]‘
(Yang, 2009), it has also provided governments with the same tools. This
means that, as the people‘s power of surveillance of government actions has
grown, so has that of the government to monitor people. The cases of China
and, more recently, Edward Snowden and the NSA are two examples of such
growth of the state‘s surveillance power.

Furthermore, the Web and ICT technology have also had an impact on the
protest tactics carried out by social movements. On the one hand, the Internet
and the latest technological innovations have brought about a new wave of
tactics, some of which has gone beyond the boundaries of legality. The group
Anonymous, founded in 2004 and known for the Guy Fawkes masks worn by its
members, is, without doubt, one of the most controversial examples of the use
of the Web as a protest tool. Frediani (2013) describes the environment
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surrounding Anonymous as a world lacking a definite organisation where there
are no roles, not always continuity of interlocutors and, above all, no identities
(p. 103).

In the context of protest movements, Anonymous represents an exception for a
couple of reasons. Firstly, if in other cases the members of the group do have a
common ground, that does not always seem to apply for those who are part of
Anonymous: ‗[…] the movement aspirations are filtered by individuals,
sometimes rather histrionic ones, who interpret […] in their own way, due to the
absence of a statute, a charter of principles or a shared mission‘ (ibid.).

Secondly, while members of social protest movements have used the Web to
organise, communicate and use tactics such as that of culture jamming,
Anonymous seems to be focusing on online actions, which have not always
been legal. In a society where technology plays a growing socio-economical
and political role, the group has shown its dissent and resistance by ‗disabling
or attacking critical information assets at key moments in time‘ (Diamond &
Plattner, 2012: 28). Such action, referred to as ‗just-in-time blocking‘ by
Diamond & Plattner (ibid.), and the ‗distributed denial-of-service attacks‘ (ibid.) also known as DDoS - are one two reasons why Anonymous falls into the
category of hacktivism and not online activism.

The Web and ICT technologies have not only generated a new wave of protest
tactics, though. In fact, they have also brought back and re-enhanced tactics of
the past. Lievrouw (2011: 78), for instance, notes how, by the 1990s, culture
jamming had become a familiar tactic among media activists and widely
discussed among media scholars (Harold, 2004; Carducci, 2006; Wettergren,
2009)‘. However, this tactic
[E]ntered a new and more vigorous phase with the introduction of the
World Wide Web and browser technologies. The Internet seemed ideally
suited to the cut-and-paste, collage-style, hit-and run tactics favoured by
media designers and artists making art with a point. (Lievrouw, 2011: 78)
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According to Hands (2011: 73), the roots of culture jamming date back to the
rap music of the late 1970s. What the scholar refers to as remix culture follows
the tradition of the remix in rap music. Rap music of the 1970s ‗sampled from an
eclectic range of sources, remixing them into novel and exciting forms‘ (ibid.).
The same has happened with the tactic of culture jamming within the context of
social movements. Hands explains how culture-jamming takes
[A]ll kinds of texts already in the public domain, and - with the aid of
cheap consumer electronics - cutting them up, sampling them and
mixing them together, so that new contexts generate new meanings, and
the re-circulating them on the Internet, or by any other medium
available.(ibid.)

In his definition of such a protest tactic, which he also refers to as
détournement, Boyd (2012) adds a new element to the discussion: media
artefacts. Culture jamming, he says, ‗appropriates and alters an existing media
artefact, one that the intended audience is already familiar with, in order to give
it a new, subversive meaning‘ (p. 28).
2.2 The visual dimension within protest groups
As the relation between technology and social movements has grown closer, so
has that between the two and visuality. Doerr et al. (2013) note that encounters
with social movements have always been intrinsically tied to the visual sense.
However, it was only in the early 1990s that the visual turn in humanities and
cultural studies inspired a theoretical debate about the power of images in
political conflict (Mitchell, 1994).

Since the period of the Zapatista movement, visual has become more of a
critical issue for protest groups and has contributed to the birth of what Mirzoeff
(2011) calls countervisuality. On the one hand, there is the government that,
along with corporations and leaders, takes silent decisions. On the other, there
is the roaring grassroots political participation of hundreds of thousands of
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people (Doerr et al. 2013). As it is discussed in this study, such participation is
made visible in both the off- and online world.

The increasing adoption of visual elements by social movements has impacted
activist groups in various ways. According to Doerr & Teune (2012), visual
symbols play a central role for the fact that they help protesters mark their
affiliation with a collective and identify their position in political conflicts. Thus,
for the scholars, activist movements utilise visual markers to identify their
members and to distinguish themselves from the ―opposition‖. Cammaerts
(2012) discusses how
[T]he production of protest artefacts […] has become much easier and
more cost-efficient and how the material and permanent nature of these
protest artefacts enables symbols and discourses embedded in them to
be culturally transmitted on a long-term basis, feeding the struggle and
contributing to the construction of a collective memory of protest. (p. 125)

Doerr et al. (2013) see tradition and continuity in social movements as a
combination of narratives and the use of specific concepts, as well as the
―coherent‖ use of colours and elements in graphic design.

The use of the colour red in the case of communist groups throughout the years
is a perfect example of both the continuity of a movement through the use of a
colour and its use as a ―visual marker‖ to identify ―allies‖. To some extent, this
use of visual elements to generate or reinforce identities can also be
understood as a component that strengthens the very nature of the movement
itself. Olson (2002) explains how
[I]f members of some group have a common interest or objective, and if
they would all be better off it that objective were achieved, it has been
thought to follow logically that the individuals in that group would, if they
were rational and self-interested, act to achieve that objective.(p. 1)
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Common goals are at the very core of each protest group and their
achievement is what brings people together in the first place. Colour and visual
elements used as ―visual markers‖ enhance the identity of the group as a whole,
by generating antagonism and by producing friend/enemy distinctions (Uldam,
2010: 124).

For Cammaerts (2012: 125), the dissemination aspect of protest artefacts,
which provides continuation to social movements, is almost as important as the
creation of identity and the movements‘ self-representation. In fact, it is through
such continuation that protest groups become ‗epistemic communities‘
(Lipschutz, 2005), transferring knowledge and potentially influencing other
movements through the so-called ‗movement spillover‘ (Meyer & Whittier,
1994).

In order to generate a movement spillover, a protest group first needs to
engage with its members. According to Uldam (2010: 120), within discourse
theory, the affective is understood as a key dimension to the political
engagement of social agents (Laclau & Mouffe, 1985), while social movement
framing theory presupposes strategic intent (Snow et al., 1986). The synthesis
of such perspectives, adds Ulam (2010: 120), ‗should not be seen as
antithetical […], but rather that this role must be coupled with passion (Mouffe,
2000: 148)‘. Boyd‘s (2012: 106) concept of Bring the issue home appears to be
a perfect example of such synthesis of the two perspectives.

Boyd explains how, by using such a tactic, creative activists can make an
otherwise abstract, far-away issue relevant by making it personal, visceral and
local (ibid.). This means that engagement is generated through the framing of
an issue in a way that brings it closer to the targeted-audience. Thus, the
political engagement of social agents (Laclau & Mouffe, 1985) is made possible
by the framing and the representation of the issue.
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In the case of Free Bieber, for instance, Fight for the Future reframed the
debate around SOPA and PIPA and it presented it in a way that triggered
people‘s emotions and engaged them. By reframing the SOPA discussion as it
did (a bill that could send pretty much everybody, from parents sharing the
videos of their children‘s school play to kids just singing a song, to prison for
copyright infringement) and by using a celebrity (Justin Bieber) as spokesman
for its cause, the anti-SOPA movement successfully brought into a political
discussion an entirely different crowd that was predominantly apolitical: people
who paid attention to Justin Bieber (Segal & Moon, 2013: 86). This aspect is
also stressed by Lee (2013): it brought a new constituency to the copyright
debate: tweens and teenagers (p. 622).

The impact of the nearly 200,000 people [who] signed Fight for the Future‘s
online petition (ibid.) within the first week freebieber.org was launched can be
attributed, at least in part, to the engagement of these groups of individuals
through Boyd‘s (2012) tactic of bring the issue home.

According to Uldam (2010), when looking at social movements within the
context of visuality, research should capture ‗the ways in which modes of
presentation, verbal-visual correspondence, and the aesthetic qualities of online
campaigns condition complex processes of meaning making‘ (p. 119). Such
concepts can be understood as the epistemological standpoint this study is
based on. In fact, in order to be able to answer the research questions, ―How
did the American nonprofit Fight for the Future enhance e-mobilisation through
the discourse strategies and protest tactics used in its online campaigns?‖ and
―What were the interactive features of Fight for the Future‘s discourse on social
media?‖, it is necessary to assess how cognitive processes of meaning-making
are shaped by text, visual and typographic (van Leeuwen, 2006; Spitzmüller,
2007) elements.

Undoubtedly, understanding this contributes to shedding light on how Fight for
the Future influenced others, managed to generate a movement spillover
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(Meyer & Whittier, 1994) and how, by engaging and mobilising various groups ordinary citizens, politicians, the Internet community, companies and activists it played a crucial role in the creation and execution of the biggest protest in the
history of the World Wide Web.

2.3 Slacktivism: a critical view of online activism
The use of the Internet as a protest tool has generated large debates and
skepticism not only because of unlawful, hacktivist actions, though. While many
have praised the role of social media in the recent history of protest movements
(Papic & Noonan, 2011; Abdullah, n.d.; Gerbaudo, 2012; Hill, 2013) without
undermining the role played by offline actions such as street protests, others
have had a more critical view of online activism.

Christensen (2012), for instance, discusses the impact of the Web on
democracy and notes how the excitement about the role of the Internet in the
socio-political context appears to have faded away: ‗A number of scholars have
warned the initial euphoria over the beneficial impact of the Internet […] was
exaggerated‘ (p. 1). He brings into the discussion a much more skeptical and
critical view of online activism by mentioning that the Internet may in fact have
negative consequences for democracy (Putnam, 2000; Norris, 2001; Hindman,
2009; Morozov, 2009a, 2011).

According to Christensen (2012), the criticism toward the Web as a tool that
enhances political participation focuses on the fact that it does not engage
citizens in meaningful political matters, but only help them to fulfill their personal
aspirations (p. 2). In other words, the so-called clicktivism, which sees citizens
and members of social movements being active and supporting ‗a cause at the
click of a computer mouse‘ (Howard, 2014), is driven by personal motivations
rather than common goals. This form of activism, taking place exclusively
online, has been labeled with a new term: slacktivism. Morozov (2009a) sees it
as
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An apt term to describe feel-good online activism that has zero political
or social impact. It gives those who participate in ―slacktivist‖ campaigns
an illusion of having a meaningful impact on the world without
demanding anything more than joining a Facebook group. […]
―Slacktivism‖ is the ideal type of activism for a lazy generation: why
bother with sit-ins and the risk of arrest, police brutality, or torture if one
can be as loud campaigning in the virtual space? Given the media‘s
fixation on all things digital […] every click of your mouse is almost
guaranteed to received immediate media attention, as long as it is
geared toward the noble causes.

Morozov (2009b) admits that gathering signatures, adding new members to
Facebook pages, and asking everyone involved to link to the campaign on
blogs and Twitter works for some issues – especially local ones. However, he
has a far more skeptical view of the efficiency of online activism on issues of
global resonance. For Morozov (2011), the problem with political activism
facilitated by social networking sites is that much of it happens for reasons that
have nothing to do with one‘s commitment to ideas and politics in general, but
rather to impress one‘s friends(p. 186).

This issue appears to have more to do with the socio-psychological dimension
of people rather than with technology itself:
[T]his is not a problem caused by the Internet. For many people,
impressing one‘s peers by pursuing highly ambitious causes like saving
the earth and ending another genocide may have been the key reason
for joining various student clubs in college, but this time one can proudly
wear the proof of one‘s membership in public (ibid.).

Also Colding-Jorgensen, in an interview with Monica Hesse (2009), highlights
the personal - and not the political - motivation behind slacktivism. ‗Just like we
need stuff to furnish our homes to show who we are, on Facebook we need
cultural objects that put together a version of me that I would like to present to
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the public‘. For the scholar, whether our virtual virtuousness will result in realworld action is unpredictable. Christensen (2011), however, has a different
opinion and sees the impact of slacktivism as predictable: according to the
critics, the means and the outcomes used by slacktivists are insufficient to
achieve political goals.

In other words, for the slacktivist critique, online activism is moved by personal
motivations, rather than political ones, and its outcomes are not enough to
achieve goals of a political nature and with global resonance.
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3 Methodology: research design and methods
The following methodology section focuses on the research design and
methods aspects. I will now proceed to lay out how this study was designed and
will subsequently discuss the objects of analysis and methods of analysis
further I carried out.

The aim of this study was twofold. On the one hand, I looked at how the
American nonprofit organisation Fight for the Future, one of the ―masterminds‖
behind SOPA Strike (the biggest protest in the history of the World Wide Web),
used discourse strategies on its website and on three online campaigns it
launched in response to the Stop Online Piracy Act - Free Bieber, American
Censorship Day and Boycott GoDaddy - to enhance e-mobilisation.

On the other hand, I focused on the interactive features of Fight for the Future‘s
campaign on two social media platforms: Facebook6 and Twitter.7 In this part of
my study, I tried to identify the most recurrent interactive features that were part
of the nonprofit‘s social media discourse. For the fact that social media are a
much more dynamic medium than traditional websites, and are updated more
regularly, I narrowed down my analysis to a specific timeframe.

The starting point was October 18, 2011, the day Fight for the Future‘s
Facebook page was created, while the final day of my observation was January
20, 2012, two days after the SOPA Strike. I decided not to limit my analysis up
to the day of the Web‘s largest protest, rather to go 48 hours after that. This was
decided, in order to see whether Fight for the Future‘s social media discourse
featured any reference to mainstream media coverage of the SOPA Strike.

Since the communication on social media is a two-way communication and a
user can both share his/her own posts or tweets and other users‘, I opted for
6
7

Retrieved August 6, 2014, from https://www.facebook.com/fightfortheftr
Retrieved August 6, 2014, from https://twitter.com/fightfortheftr
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focusing exclusively on ―outgoing‖ messages, hence the 98 Facebook posts
and 181 tweets posted by Fight for the Future from its accounts.

In terms of research methods, this study was carried out using a mixed method
design, a combination of qualitative and quantitative methods. For the
qualitative part, the one that addressed the research question, ―How did the
American nonprofit Fight for the Future enhance e-mobilisation through the
discourse strategies used in its online campaigns?‖, I used a discourse
analysis.

Schiffrin et al. (2001:1) describe discourse analysis as a broad field, in which
the concepts of ―discourse‖ and ―discourse analysis‖ have different meanings to
scholars in different fields. Despite the multitude of interpretations, they note
that discourse analysis approaches fall into three main categories: anything
beyond the sentence, language use and a broader range of social practice that
includes nonlinguistic and nonspecific instances of language (ibid.).

I opted for the third aspect, nonlinguistic and nonspecific instances of language,
for the fact that the Internet has taken more steps toward design. As the Web
progresses, designers and developers seem to be putting more emphasis on
visual content and preferring a more minimalistic design, where text revolves
around, and is subordinate to, graphic elements.

These developments in the field of web design are tied to van Leeuwen's (2006)
concept of typography. The scholar notes that as screen media such as the
Internet become more and more oriented towards the written word, page media
become incredibly visual (p. 142). In his assessment, van Leeuwen discusses
the evolution of typography, which ‗has emerged […] as a spearheading
innovation in graphic design‘ (ibid.). Spitzmüller (2007) observes how the
discipline has begun to put more emphasis on the arrangement of the text on
the page, the layout, the choice of colours, and the placement of images, rather
than simply including the choice and the design of the typeface (p. 4).
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For the fact that the Internet is the environment my research is immersed in, I
decided not to focus solely on written communication, rather on the relationship
between language and the social and cultural contexts in which it is used
(Paltridge, 2012: 12). The relationship between colour and emotions has been
widely discussed in past research, particularly in the field of semiotics (Kress &
van Leeuwen, 2002; van Leeuwen, 2005a, 2005b, 2011). In the case of the
SOPA and PIPA battle, colour played a fundamental role, with the colour black
used to recreate the feeling of censorship on a website as the most latent
manifestation of that role.

Figure 1: The Google logo censored during the SOPA Strike

On the other hand, for the quantitative part of this thesis, the one that
addressed the research question ―What were the interactive features of Fight for
the Future‘s discourse on social media?‖, I carried out a content analysis. Since
this research method has been subject to several interpretations, I used
Prasad‘s (2008) definition of content analysis as the scientific study of content
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of communication with reference to the meanings, contexts and intentions (p.
1). In terms of the data analysis itself, I used an approach that is a sort of
combination of Berelson's (1952) and Holsti's (1968) definitions of content
analysis, as I did take and observe Fight for the Future‘s communication, and I
made inferences by systematically and objectively identifying specified
characteristics of the messages posted by the American nonprofit on Facebook
and Twitter.
3.1 Data collection: qualitative data
This section discusses the process of data collection, the way data was
gathered, grouped, classified, counted and coded. For the fact that this
research uses two different approaches, discourse analysis and content
analysis, the process of data collection was broken down into two processes:
one for the qualitative part of the study, one for the quantitative. The following
sub-sections discuss the collection of qualitative data for each anti-SOPA
campaign and Fight for the Future‘s site, while section 3.2 discusses how
discourse analysis applies to such data.

3.1.1 Free Bieber
The website freebieber.org was launched on October 19, 2011. Revolving
around the hypothetical scenario in which Justin Bieber would be put behind
bars for five years because of copyright infringement, it was one of the most
significant elements of the anti-SOPA and PIPA movement. Lee (2013) gives a
detailed description of what he refers to as an example of a ‗new kind of twentyfirst century political protest‘ (p. 245):
The site featured an amusing, Photoshopped photo of Bieber in a
hoodie, standing behind bars, with fear in his face. Other edited photos
showed Bieber getting arrested in handcuffs, standing in a lineup, and
crying - with comical clip-art tears - in a prison cell wearing his orange
prison uniform. (p. 589)
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Figure 2: A print screen of the Free Bieber campaign homepage

The Canadian teen pop star unintentionally became the spokesperson of the
movement which, as Lee (2013) explains, spread quickly, in real time,
mobilising people at the grassroots level through social media and utilising the
very speech tools of the Internet that it sought to protect(p. 243).

The choice of making Bieber the face of the SOPA and PIPA opposition turned
out to be a genius move. First and foremost, Justin Bieber was someone who,
in the event of the two bills being passed, would have ended up facing
numerous issues from a legal standpoint. In fact, he rose to prominence by
singing covers - songs made famous by other artists - on the Internet video
portal YouTube. In a world where SOPA and PIPA had passed, this would not
have been possible.

The second and third reasons why Fight for the Future‘s decision to make
Bieber the spokesperson of the anti-SOPA movement turned out to be a brilliant
move are his celebrity status and the group of people who entered the SOPAPIPA debate because of the Canadian singer. At the time, Justin Bieber was
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one of the most popular social media personalities and ‗had followers numbering in the millions‘ (ibid.).

So, to an extent, the fight against SOPA and PIPA represented a case of
celebrity-driven activism, with a world renowned artist spearheading a protest
movement. But it is the third and final aspect of the Bieber-SOPA case that
made a huge difference for Fight for the Future and its allies. With Justin Bieber
on their side, they successfully brought into a political discussion an entirely
different - and apolitical - crowd: young Justin Bieber fans (Segal & Moon, 2013:
86).

As stated on freebieber.org, the only way to get the U.S. Congress to listen was
―sheer numbers‖ (Lee, 2013: 593). In other words, Fight for the Future and the
other members of the movement needed people to be engaged and to voice
their opposition of SOPA and PIPA. The decision to make Justin Bieber a
spokesman for the cause meant that teenagers, who were not legally allowed to
express their opinion through a vote, got to express themselves and their dislike
for the bills through the online petition featured on Free Bieber. Thus, while their
vote offline would not have mattered, because of them being underage, it did
count online.

Initially, though, the campaign did not receive any attention by mainstream
media. This did not entirely come as a surprise, for the fact that, as assessed by
Yetgin et al. (2012: 10), major media players such as ABC, CBS, MSNBC, NBC
News, Fox News, and CNN supported the bill. In order to raise awareness and
bypass the absence of media coverage, Fight for the Future forwarded the link
to the Free Bieber site to blogs, websites, and people on Facebook, Twitter and
YouTube (Lee, 2013: 598).
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This led popular content creator Philip DeFranco to endorse the website and
link to it in one of his videos8. Lee notes how DeFranco‘s videos ‗routinely
received over 1 million views on YouTube, so getting mentioned in his video
meant that the story commanded nearly twice as many viewers as Anderson
Cooper‘s nightly news show on CNN‘ (ibid.). In other words, through what can
be considered an alternative media, Free Bieber received many more views that
it would have, had CNN picked up the story.

On October 25, 2011, Fight for the Future released a video, Protect IP-SOPA
Breaks the Internet9,which contributed to keeping the momentum going. Over
the following three months, it received over four million views and would
become a key way for the group to explain its object about the complicated bills
to the American public, all in less than 4 minutes (Lee, 2013: 603). The turning
point in the Bieber-SOPA context, however, came on October 27. On that day,
while on a popular morning show on Hot 99.5 Radio, when asked about his
opinion on SOPA and one of its supporters (Senator Amy Klobuchar), Justin
Bieber responded ‗[…] I just think that‘s ridiculous […]‘ (Lee, 2013: 635) and
that Klobuchar needed to be ‗put away in handcuffs‘ (ibid.).

The interviewer subsequently posted the clip of the interview on Hot 99.5‘s
website with a blog post describing how ―Justin Bieber Calls Out A MEMBER
OF CONGRESS Over So-Called Bieber Bill‖ and allowed the audio clip to ‗be
embedded freely by others on their websites(ibid.). Shortly after, the story
received coverage from both media outlets in Minnesota10, Klobuchar‘s home
state, and on a national level - with reports by USA Today11and the New York
Daily News12.

8

Retrieved July 18, 2014, from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=82dIKa70DXU
Retrieved July 13, 2014, from https://www.fightforthefuture.org/pipa/
10
Retrieved July 27, 2014, from
http://www.startribune.com/politics/statelocal/132782298.html
11
Retrieved July 27, 2014, from
http://content.usatoday.com/communities/onpolitics/post/2011/10/justin-bieber-amy9
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Meanwhile in the blogosphere, the story generated an even bigger buzz. As
Lee (2013) explains,
Justin Bieber fan sites picked up Bieber‘s criticism of the Klobuchar
copyright bill. That brought a new constituency to the copyright debate:
tweens and teenagers […]. Within the week, nearly 200,000 people
signed Fight for the Future‘s online petition against the bill. Over 300,000
unique visitors visited the Free Bieber site. Almost overnight, Free Bieber
went viral and became an Internet meme that would continue throughout
the entire debate on PIPA/SOPA. (p. 622)

All these reasons make Free Bieber a case-study worth studying and makes it
relevant from the point of view of academic research.

3.1.2 American Censorship Day
American Censorship Day is the second campaign launched by Fight for the
Future in response to SOPA, which this study focuses on. The project was
thought of as something that would show Americans what it would mean to
have their favourite websites blocked by the U.S. government (Lee, 2013:
749).The decision to name the webpage American Censorship Day represents
an interesting aspect in itself. People in the United States do not typically
associate censorship with American (p. 753), so the campaign emphasised the
contradiction of having the U.S., a state that had openly voiced it support of
democracy, pass a bill that would call for actions of censorship.

Fight for the Future and its allies planned on building
klobuchar-streaming-content/1?csp=34news&utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%
3A+usatoday-NewsTopStories+%28News++Top+Stories%29&utm_content=My+Yahoo#.VMaJgnCUd_c
12
Retrieved July 27, 2014 from http://www.nydailynews.com/entertainment/musicarts/justin-bieber-sen-amy-klobuchar-locked-supporting-felony-streaming-act-article1.970394
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[A]n easy-to-use tool that websites could use to censor their content on
the day of the protest, with a message to inform viewers how to contact
Congress to oppose SOPA. Instead of websites going grey, they would
go black. (p. 749)

Hence, American Censorship Day was the precursor of what would later be
referred to as the largest protest in the history of the World Wide Web: the
SOPA Strike.

Figure 3: A print screen of the American Censorship Day campaign homepage

One of the reasons that led me to include American Censorship Day in this
study is the fact that it represented the moment in which various stakeholders
got together, as a proper, organised movement against SOPA and PIPA. Lee
(2013) discusses this aspect in depth and highlights some of the main
characters who joined Fight for the Future in its battle against the bills through
American Censorship Day: from Internet activists and filmmakers, to
organisations like Demand Progress, the Centre for Democracy & Technology,
Electronic Frontier Foundation and Public Knowledge, all the way to the
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Stanford Centre for Internet and Society, tech companies like Mozilla and
Tumblr, influential law professors and Representatives Zoe Lofgren and Anna
Eshoo.

There is one additional aspect that makes American Censorship Day an
interesting object of analysis for academic research: its numbers. It was
reported that on November 16, 2011, the day of the protest and the day on
which SOPA was discussed by the U.S. House Committee on the Judiciary,
over 6,000 websites had participated in the protest (either by denying access to
users or by blacking out their logo), two million people signed the online
petitions against the bill, the website americancensorship.org received over 1.6
million unique visitors and that over one million contacts - including over 80,000
phone calls - were made to Congress (Lee, 2013: 1019). Such figures make
American Censorship Day an excellent example of technology-enhanced
mobil(e)isation (Hands, 2011).
Moreover, the online campaign represented ‗a major victory for the grassroots
movement, which drew together various tech companies, Internet nonprofits
and activists, bloggers, and everyday Internet users‘ (Lee, 2013: 1070). For all
these reasons, American Censorship Day appears to be a protest campaign
that needs to be analysed more in detail.

3.1.3 Boycott GoDaddy
The third and final online campaign this research looks at is Boycott GoDaddy.
In December 2011, a customer wrote a letter to GoDaddy to terminate
GoDaddy‘s service and transfer all 51 domain names he had at GoDaddy to
another host, due to the company‘s support of SOPA (Lee, 2013: 1329). He
took things even further by proposing, on the social news site Reddit, that other
GoDaddy customers join in a protest on December 29 (ibid.).

That was the beginning of what turned out to be a nightmare for the domain
registrar and web hosting company. In fact, the protest received incredible
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momentum after Ben Huh, the CEO of the popular comedic Cheezburger
network, tweeted13: ‗We will move our 1,000 domains off @godaddy unless you
drop support of SOPA. We love you guys, but #SOPA-is-cancer to the Free
Web‘.

Lee (2013) notes how Huh‘s network of 51 sites commanded over 340 million
page views a month, so GoDaddy would have been well-served to treat the
impending protest with the greatest urgency (p. 1344). Things took an
unexpected turn when GoDaddy, which boycotters thought was going to
announce its rejection of SOPA, released a statement saying that it had ―not
seen any impact to our business‖ from the boycott (ibid.). By the end of
December 23, 2011, however, GoDaddy‘s tune changed. CEO Warren
Adelman dropped GoDaddy‘s support for SOPA like a hot potato. ―We can
clearly do better [than SOPA]… GoDaddy will support it when and if the Internet
community supports it‖ (ibid.).

Unfortunately for the domain registrar and web hosting company, though, by
that time, more than 37,000 domain names had been transferred from
GoDaddy - a number that mushroomed to over 70,000, including several
hundred of Wikipedia‘s domains in the eventual aftermath (Lee, 2013: 1353).

13

Retrieved August 7, 2014, from http://techcrunch.com/2011/12/22/cheezburgersben-huh-if-godaddy-supports-sopa-were-taking-our-1000-domains-elsewhere/
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Figure 4: A print screen of the Boycott GoDaddy campaign webpage

I decided to include Boycott GoDaddy in this research for a couple of reasons.
First of all, for the fact that, at least to some extent, it challenges the criticism
toward the so-called slacktivism (Morozov, 2009a, 2009b, 2011; Christensen,
2011, 2012). If activism through clicks has been criticised for being somehow
―frivolous‖ and for having ‗zero political or social impact‘ (Morozov, 2009a),
Boycott GoDaddy seems to represent an exception to that.

The stakes in this campaign were high. While it can be argued that some
people may have expressed their will to join the boycott to impress their friends
(as discussed in the slacktivism critique) but would not actually follow through
with their action, consumers did indeed move thousands of domains away from
GoDaddy. This did not have consequences only for the company. It also
represented a cost for the consumers, since they had to pay to change their
web host. Some web hosting companies that opposed SOPA eased the
―financial burden‖ of moving domains away from GoDaddy by offering some
discounts, but for customers the move remained a cost. This means that there
were members of the anti-SOPA movement who, even though they acted
through clicks, did so with a deep involvement that also had financial
repercussions for them.
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Boycott GoDaddy represents an interesting object of analysis, for the fact that it
is the most latent example of shift from pro- to anti-SOPA. After losing 72,354
domains in one week as a result of the December 22, 2011, protest […],
GoDaddy backed off its support on the 23rd and then expressed opposition to
SOPA on the 29th, after backing away from supporting SOPA did not suffice
protesters (Yetgin et al., 2012: 9). Therefore, it appears relevant, from an
academic research standpoint, to try to understand how Fight for the Future
successfully managed to turn an opponent into an ally.

3.1.4 Fight for the Future.org
As Fight for the Future is considered one of the masterminds of the SOPA
Strike and is behind each of the aforementioned campaigns, it seemed logical
to also include its website, its ―online headquarters‖, in the research.

Figure 5: A print screen of a section of the Fight for the Future homepage

The research materials - the websites - were collected using the computer‘s
print screen function. In order to answer the research question, ―How did the
American nonprofit Fight for the Future enhance e-mobilisation through the
discourse strategies used in its online campaigns?‖, the homepage of each
website was analysed by looking at the following elements:
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• Framing of the SOPA and PIPA debate: the ways in which the issue was

presented to the user (who is the website‘s overall message directed to? What
consequences of SOPA and PIPA are presented?), and the connection or
disconnection with socio-cultural aspects such as popular culture. This is
closely tied to the concept of identity correction (Boyd, 2012: 60);
• The presence or absence of interactive elements that call for e-mobilisation:

online petitions and similar protest tools, as well as social media buttons and
other tactics that allowed for the content to be easily redistributed and shared
with minimal effort;
• What I call interconnectivity, whether the four webpages included links to one

another. Whether they formed a connected network or they appeared to be
separate entities - with no connection and each with its own, distinct, goals;
• What I referred to as social proof: the use of tools, such as widgets and social

media buttons, which show the users how many people have already joined
the movement, similar to what happens in Boyd‘s (2012: 36) concept of
distributed action (where the protesters‘ aim is to show the breadth of the
movement);
• The use of elements that triggered specific emotions (such as the use of a

particular colour to generate a desired feeling and put the website within a
well-defined socio-cultural context).

For the fact that Internet users have a relatively short attention-span, I decided
to restrict my research to the main page of each website: the homepage. In
more practical terms, the data analysed in this research was looked at from an
organisational point, from the way the content of the webpages, their banners,
bodies, footers and sidebars presented the SOPA-PIPA debate to the user and
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how they called for action. These are the sub-research questions formulated for
the qualitative part of this study:
• What is the first thing that catches the users‘ attention when they land on the

webpage?
• Does the webpage‘s discourse have an addressee who is explicitly

mentioned?
• From which perspective is the SOPA debate presented? Does the webpage

frame the discussion by putting it into a clear-to-identify socio-cultural context?
• Does the webpage foster and call for e-mobilisation? Which particular

strategies are used in that regard?
• Are there elements that show the user how many people have joined the

campaign?
• Is there any mention or hyperlink to other campaigns or to Fight for the

Future‘s site?

3.2 Qualitative discourse analysis
Schiffrin et al. (2001: 1) describe discourse analysis as a broad field, in which
the terms ―discourse‖ and ―discourse analysis‖ have different meanings to
scholars in different fields. Despite the multitude of interpretations of the
concept, Schiffrin et al. note that they ‗fall into three main categories […]:
anything beyond the sentence, language use, and a broader range of social
practice that includes nonlinguistic and nonspecific instances of language‘
(ibid.). In my research, I focused on the third aspect, nonlinguistic and
nonspecific instances of the language.
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The reason why I decided to go beyond the text stands from increasing
importance of the role of typography (van Leeuwen, 2006; Spitzmüller, 2007) the arrangement of text on the page, the layout, the choice of colours and
placement of images - within graphic design. In other words, while my analysis
did consider ‗the relationship between language and the social and cultural
contexts in which it is used‘ (Paltridge, 2012: 12), it also focused on more
typographic and nonlinguistic elements such as images, layout of a webpage
and the use of colour.

The visual dimension has been considered a key component of the anti-SOPA
movement (Moon et al., 2013; Segal & Moon, 2013), and the analysis of
typographic elements follows the research tradition that focuses on the role
played by the visual dimension within social movements and protest groups
(Uldam, 2010; Mirzoeff, 2011; Doerr et al., 2013). Despite such considerations, I
decided that written text could not be completely excluded. In fact, I see text as
an expression of Jorgensen & Phillips‘ (2002) definition of language: ‗[…] not
merely a channel through which information about underlying mental states and
behaviour or facts about the world are communicated […], rather as […] a
―machine‖ that generates, and as a result constitutes, the social world‘ (p.9).

In my opinion, in order to completely understand how e-mobilisation was
enhanced, it is necessary to analyse both textual and visual elements of Fight
for the Future and the three online campaigns. As for the use of colour, my
discourse analysis included it for the fact that it was a key component of the
anti-SOPA movement. The use of the colour black to recreate the feeling of
censorship on websites - first on American Censorship Day, and subsequently
during the SOPA Strike - and the use of orange in the Free Bieber campaign to
put the webpage within the context of prison (where orange is a clear cultural
reference to the inmates‘ orange jumpsuits), are without doubt the most latent
manifestations of that. This part of the qualitative discourse analysis stems from
Kress' & van Leeuwen's (2002) definition of colour as an element that can also
express ideational and interpersonal meanings.
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In this research, discourse analysis tries to identify how Fight for the Future
used discourse strategies, on both its website and the online campaigns it
launched, to mobilise people into joining the battle against SOPA and PIPA,
and take action. It does so by using the research tradition of the visuality of
social movements (Uldam, 2010; Doerr & Teune, 2012; Doerr et al., 2013), van
Leeuwen‘s (2006) and Spitzmüller‘s (2007) definitions of typography, as well as
Kress‘ & van Leeuwen‘s (2002) interpretations of colour as a semiotic mean that
can also express ideational and interpersonal meanings, as its theoreticalconceptual base.
3.3 Data collection: quantitative data
The object of the quantitative content analysis I carried out is Fight for the
Future‘s communication on Facebook and Twitter from October 18, 2011, the
creation date of the Facebook page, to January 20, 2012 - two days after the
SOPA Strike. The reason why I decided to focus on social media for the
quantitative part is that, compared to websites, social media are a much more
dynamic medium. This means that, in my assessment, Fight for the Future‘s
discourse on Facebook and Twitter would reflect such dynamism and would
touch on the various events – Free Bieber, American Censorship Day, Boycott
GoDaddy and the SOPA Blackout - that happened during the selected period of
observation.

The data was sought by typing the following function into Twitter‘s search bar:
from:@fightfortheftr since:2011-10-18 until:2012-01-20. Once the data had
been grouped and displayed in chronological order, I used the print screen
function to take pictures of Fight for the Future‘s tweets. The data, 181 tweets,
was subsequently sorted into weeks, 14 in total. The first tweet of the first week
was coded as ―W1T1‖, the second as ―W1T2‖, and so forth.

Keeping the research question in mind, I proceeded to create a coding sheet
(Appendix 1) that focused on the following elements:
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• Retweet: Whether the data was a tweet written by Fight for the Future or was

a retweet of what someone else had posted;
• People mentioned: I looked at the people that were mentioned in the tweet. In

addition to looking at who the person was - a member of the anti-SOPA
movement, a SOPA supporter, a media outlet, a neutral entity like Congress I focused on whether the person was simply mentioned by name or if he/she
was mentioned using the Twitter handle @username. This, for the fact that
Twitter notifies users with notifications (marked with a small bell on top of the
notification tab on Twitter) only if their @username has been mentioned;
• Links: I answered the following questions: Did the tweet include a link? If so,

where did the hyperlink redirect users to? I broke down these ―destinations‖
into 11 categories, including links toward Fight for the Future‘s site, the three
online campaigns, and toward anti-SOPA organisations. I did not limit my
coding to Fight for the Future and its allies, though, as I also included links to
pro-SOPA organisations and sites.
• Multimedia: Whether the tweet featured a (normal) photo, a video, a meme,

an infographic or what I had defined ―protest tools‖. An example of protest
tools are banners created ad-hoc and that Fight for the Future explicitly asked
users to share, in order to achieve a well-defined goal. Once a multimedia
element had been collected, I looked at whether it made any particular
reference to elements of popular culture, like in the case of memes – ‗units of
popular culture […]‘ for Shifman (2013: 367);
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Figure 6: A print screen of a ―protest tool‖, a banner used to promote American
Censorship Day

• Hashtags: In regards of the hashtag, one of Twitter‘s trademarks and a tool

for creating and/or accessing new realms (by the creation or the research of a
specific hashtag), I looked at two aspects. The first is the number of hashtags
the tweet included – ―no hashtag‖, ―one hashtag‖, ―two hashtags‖, ―three or
more hashtags‖. The second step of the analysis was to identify which
hashtags were featured in Fight for the Future‘s discourse on Twitter. I used
ten categories of hashtags, which, after taking a first look at the nonprofit‘s
Twitter communications, I identified as the most recurring and relevant ones;
• Call-to-Action: Whether the tweet included no, one, or more calls to action.

When present, I attempted to classify the call to action as online, offline or as
both online and offline;
• Frames: I coded each tweet according to ten different frames I created, as

illustrated by Appendix 1;
• Engagement: This is the final metric used to quantitatively analyse the

collected data. I used retweets and ―favourites‖ as a manifestation of
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engagement and looked at how many people interacted with each tweet. I
classified tweets according to seven levels of engagement, in which ―no
interaction‖ and ―1-5 retweets and/or favourites‖ represent levels zero and
one. If between six and ten people interacted with the tweet, it was coded as
―three‖. An interaction with more than fifty users is the seventh and final level
of engagement I accordingly coded tweets to.

The analysis of Fight for the Future‘s discourse on Facebook (Appendix 2) used
the same coding sheet, with the exception of hashtags which, at the time, did
not represent a common practice on Facebook. For this platform, the object of
analysis were 98 posts, which, just like for Twitter, were categorised into
fourteen weeks. The first post of the first week was coded as ―W1P1‖, the
second as ―W1P2‖, the third post of the fifth week as ―W5P3‖, and so forth.

Despite the fact that the SOPA Strike took place on January 18, 2012, the
content analysis observed data beyond that point. Two days, to be exact. This
decision was motivated by my assessment of forty-eight hours as being a
sufficient time for media to cover the SOPA Blackout. In other words, I decided
to extend my observation until after the event in order to see whether it
receiving (or lacking) media attention would be part of Fight for the Future‘s
discourse on social media.

3.4 Quantitative content analysis
The quantitative part of this research consists of a content analysis, an
‗unobtrusive research method‘ (Lal Das & Bhaskaran, 2008: 6) for the
‗systematic, objective and quantitative description of the manifest content of
communication‘ (Berelson, 1952: 18). As seen, the quantitative content analysis
of this thesis addressed the question ―What were the interactive features of
Fight for the Future‘s discourse on social media?‖ and focused on Fight for the
Future‘s discourse on Facebook and Twitter.
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Even though ‗counting frequencies was the main activity of content analysts in
the 1930s and 1940s‘ (de Sola Pool, 1959: 195), it is possible to analyse the
content of almost any recorded medium—press, radio, or web— and also
billboards, T-shirts, license plates, lawn signs, photographs, love letters, or
tweets (Treadwell, 2014: 216). In this sense, my quantitative content analysis
fits into the wider academic research field of content analysis.

For Riffe et al. (2013: 32), on a more general level, quantitative content analysis
consists of three phases: conceptualisation of the inquiry, research design to
gather needed information, and data collection and analysis to get answers.
According to Lal Das & Bhaskaran (2008: 9), when carrying out a content
analysis, the research must locate a source of communication that is relevant to
the research question.

Communication on Facebook and Twitter, for instance, takes place at a much
faster pace than on traditional websites. Since social media are much more
dynamic medium than sites, and for the fact that the research question focuses
on the frequency of interactive features in the discourse, it seemed logical for
the quantitative part of this thesis to look at the discourse on Fight for the
Future‘s social media pages rather than on websites, where the pace of
communication is slower.

According to the two scholars, there is another element that may shape
research that uses content analysis: the time period to be covered (Lal Das &
Bhaskaran, 2008: 10). In the case of the American nonprofit, I decided to start
coding from October 18, 2011, to January 20, 2012, for two reasons. The first
date is the day in which Fight for the Future‘s Facebook page was created. On
the other hand, I decided to end the observation period on January, 20,
because I assumed that, if the nonprofit were to discuss any media coverage
obtained by the SOPA Strike (of January, 18), it would mention it within the 48
hours immediately following the protest.
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Even though choosing the ―right‖ time period is important for content analysis,
there is an element that is the heart of content analysis: developing the
category system to classify the body of text (Lal Das & Bhaskaran, 2008: 12).
Berelson (1952: 147) elaborates on the relevance of categories by stating that
‗content analysis stands or falls by its categories.‘
As the objective of content analysis is to convert recorded ―raw‖ phenomena
into data, which can then be treated in essentially a scientific manner so that a
body of knowledge may be built up (Las Das & Bhaskaran, 2008: 9), categories
are a crucial element. To be useful, note the two scholars, every content
category must be completely and thoroughly defined, indicating what type of
material is and is not to be included.

In the case of Fight for the Future, I applied a first categorisation to the content
by excluding all the Facebook posts and tweets that were not sent by Fight for
the Future. Though categorisation, the reduction of a body of content into units
that are more easily studied, risks to lose the communication context that
provides a fuller meaning, it is necessary for the definition and measurement of
the variables we study. (Riffe et al., 2013: 52).

The importance of the reliability of data collection in research has been widely
discussed by several scholars (Potter & Levine-Donnerstein, 1999; Lombard et
al., 2002; Rourke & Anderson, 2004; Lal Das & Bhaskaran, 2008). Rourke &
Anderson (2004) explain how, when quantitative content analysis is used to
tally the occurrence of wholly manifest content (e.g. counting the number of
messages posted by a particular student), the argument is straightforward (p.
6).

However, when it is used to draw inferences about constructs (e.g. assessing
the level of critical thinking in a computer conference transcript), the argument is
not so clear-cut (ibid.). In cases such as this thesis, the researcher hopes that
the argumentation will persuade readers that the inferences drawn from a
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quantitative content analysis procedure are supported by empirical evidence
and theoretical rationale (ibid.). For the fact that I am the only social scientist
carrying out this research, argumentations assume an even more important
dimension, as there is no opportunity to utilise intercoder reliability to convince
the reader of the reliability of data.
3.5 Ethical issues
When doing Internet research, investigators could end up facing challenging
ethical issues. According to Boyd (2010), the reason for this is that ‗not all data
are created equal‘. In a 2012 report14, the Association of Internet Researchers
put the following principle at the top of fundamentals to an ethical approach to
Internet research: ‗The greater the vulnerability of the
community/author/participant, the greater the obligation of the researcher to
protect the community, author, participant‘(Markham and Buchanan, 2012: 4).

The concept of privacy is probably one of the most recurrent ethical issues
researchers of the Web and social media face. Boyd (2010) gives a clear
picture of the issue of privacy in Internet research:
Privacy is not about control over data nor is it a property of data. It is
about a collective understanding of a social situation‘s boundaries and
knowing how to operate within them. In other words, it is about having
control over a situation. It is about understanding the audience and
knowing how far information will flow.

One of the risks posed by the Internet is the fact that online data cannot be
erased easily and that messages and posts can lead back to the human
subjects who posted them. All this could cause problems for the people that
have been studied online and could even result in a lawsuit, because of privacy
violation, for researchers. In order to avoid complications, who conducts the
analysis should try to guarantee privacy and anonymity. McPherson (2011)
14

Retrieved August 5, 2014, from http://aoir.org/reports/ethics2.pdf
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emphasises the importance of anonymity as well. In particular, she points out
the following issues:
•

Datasets can be cross-referenced;

•

Identifiers other than names can reveal individuals;

•

Direct quotes are easily attributable via a simple Google
search;

•

Future technologies (face-identifying software) may
expose subjects.

Also Buchanan (2012) stresses the importance of exercising caution when
doing Internet research, for the fact that e-data is ‗greased, malleable,
trackbackable/mineable, […] and travels across platforms‘. In the case of this
thesis, privacy does not represent a major concern as Fight for the Future, and
not single users, is the object of the study. The focus of this study is only on the
webpages it created and its communications on social media. Individual Internet
users are present, in anonymous form, only in terms of retweets and shared
Facebook posts. The identity of these people is not crucial for the research, the
nonprofit is.
3.6 Validity and limitations
Two major concerns regarding the data of an Internet research are erasability
and editability. In other words, compared to offline investigations, online data
may be edited or erased more easily. All this can represent a major problem for
online studies, including this one.

An additional limitation this study faced concerns time references. Undoubtedly,
a Facebook post with two hundred ―likes‖ is much different than a post with just
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two ―likes‖. The quantitative part of this thesis focused on the most recurring
features of Fight for the Future communication on social media. In order to
quantify what I referred to as interactivity, I looked at the number of ―likes‖,
shares, retweets and/or favourites a post or tweet received.

However, it is not possible to chronologically categorise them. Theoretically ,it
could have been possible that a certain amount of ―likes‖, shares, etc.
happened after the selected timeframe, and there is no way to verify that. On
Facebook, it would be possible to see on which day and at what time a user
shared a post and if he or she added a comment. The limitation here concerns
privacy settings: depending on the privacy settings each individuals has set, the
information regarding the shares might be displayed or not.

As far as Twitter is concerned, a method to verify the date and time of retweets
and favourites would be making a list each user who has retweeted or put
favourite. The next step would be to go and visit individual profiles to look at
when the retweet occurred. However, this strategy would be extremely timeconsuming. The focus of the analysis of Twitter and Facebook is on the content,
the features (such as the most popular #hashtags used during the selected
period of study) of Fight for the Future‘s discourse.

Even though erasable and editable entities such as comments, likes, shares
and retweets have been analysed as an indicator of engagement for the
quantitative part of this research, the decision to include them without verifying
when they had been added can been as justified for the very time-sensitive
nature of social media. As they are very dynamic platforms, it is somehow of a
common practice to interact with posts and tweets (by either liking, sharing,
commenting or mark them as favourite) when they are relevant.

Therefore, it can be inferred that, even though users could like an old Fight for
the Future Facebook post today, a few years after the observed time period,
that seems very unlikely. In fact, Facebook and Twitter users, who do not
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generally look at social media as an object of analysis for research - rather as
sources of information and business or as forms of recreation - are not likely to
―dig up‖, look for and interact with messages posted three or four years ago.
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4 Analysis of Fight for the Future’s campaigns
The following chapter describes the data analysis process used to answer the
main research questions with a mixed methods approach. The succeeding subsections focus on the data collected and studied through a qualitative discourse
analysis of Fight for the Future‘s homepage and that of the three anti-SOPA
campaigns: Free Bieber, American Censorship Day, and Boycott GoDaddy. The
preliminary findings on each individual page, as well as on a comparative level,
are discussed below.

4.1 Analysis: Fight for the Future
The website fightforthefuture.org serves as the ―online headquarters‖ that
gathers all of Fight for the Future‘s campaigns. When landing on the homepage,
the user‘s attention is captured by what can be seen as the trichotomy ―history
of technology-passion-(need of) support‖. There seems to be a correlation, both
on a visual and a conceptual level, between the three elements that first catch
the user‘s eye.

The first, the blue banner, which serves as the background for the capitalised
text FIGHT FOR THE FUTURE, may be understood as a reference to the
history of technology. Somehow ironically, a nonprofit that hails itself as
―working to expand the Internet‘s power for good‖15, uses a graphic element that
focuses on past centuries. This direct reference to the history of technology
represents an exception in the field of online activism, where the visual
elements used by social movements tend to be directed more at the present or
hypothetical future scenarios.

The heart is a universal symbol for love and passion. In the case of Fight for the
Future, it can be inferred that the graphic element aims to represent the
nonprofit‘s passion for what it does. However, the interpretation of this passion
may go beyond the digital realm. By combining the white heart - the second
15

Source: https://www.fightforthefuture.org/, retrieved October 23, 2014.
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component of the trichotomy – with the blue banner, it can be argued that Fight
for the Future‘s love is not only for the Internet, but for both the past (blue
banner), the present (the Web) and the future (since the NGO is called Fight for
the Future).

The third and final element, which is an attention-grabbing element of Fight for
the Future‘s website, are the two yellow buttons ―store‖ and ―donate‖ located at
the top corners of the landing page. Unlike the banner and the heart icon, these
buttons are clickable and call for a user action – in the form of a donation or a
purchase.

Figure 7: A print screen of a section of Fight for the Future‘s homepage

One of the main aspects in which fightforthefuture.org differs from the Free
Bieber, American Censorship Day and Boycott GoDaddy webpages is the fact
that SOPA and PIPA are not explicitly mentioned, with the exception of the
boxes showcasing and linking to different campaigns. A reason for this could be
that, unlike the anti-SOPA online campaigns, this website does not focus
exclusively on a single topic.

Therefore, on Fight for the Future‘s homepage, SOPA is not put into a particular
context, but rather into a series of sub-contexts, each related to a specific
campaign. For the fact that the site features more than twenty campaigns, it can
be hypothesised that the decision not to put SOPA into the spotlight and into a
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specific context falls into Boyd‘s (2012: 112) principle of ‗choose tactics that
support your strategy‘. In an analysis of protest tactics and strategies, the
scholar notes how ‗strategy is your overall plan and how social movements
should not let an individual tactic distract from a larger strategy‘ (ibid.). In other
words, the decision of not putting SOPA and PIPA into any particular context
may indeed be the result of a conscious, well-considered action.

Figure 8: A print screen of some of the campaigns showcased on fightforthefuture.org

In terms of strategies and tools that foster what Hands (2011) calls
mobil(e)isation, the homepage features a component that really strikes users‘
attention. In fact, in addition to the opt-in form to sign up for its newsletter - that
informs users that they will be ―disturbed‖ only when Fight for the Future has
‗something important or awesome to tell‖‘- the site gives users much more than
the opportunity of being someone who supports the nonprofit (with donations)
or who joins an ongoing campaign.

Toward the bottom of its homepage, the NGO gives visitors the option of
submitting their own campaign, potentially turning them into leaders who plan
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and launch a campaign. This is an important finding in itself, for the fact that as
engaging and interactive social movements may be, they do not always give
people the opportunity to be campaign ―producers‖.

As for the social proof aspect of this qualitative discourse analysis of
fightforthefuture.org, it is interesting to note that the nonprofit did not use
Facebook shares or likes to illustrate the support it had received (like, as I will
discuss later on, it was the case in Free Bieber and Boycott GoDaddy). Instead,
it created an ―As covered by‖ section, located at the bottom of the website, that
features some of the world‘s most prestigious media such as CNN, The New
York Times and The Guardian, as well tech, cultural and music publications like
WIRED and Rolling Stone.

There does not appear to be any significant semiotic use of colour on the
website. As for the addressee, Fight for the Future‘s discourse targets members
of the Internet community, as it can be seen by the use of the pronoun ―our‖
(e.g. ―Find out about threats to our basic rights‖).

4.2 Analysis: Free Bieber
Unlike Fight for the Future‘s homepage, freebieber.org did put the SOPA-PIPA
debate into a well-defined socio-cultural context: celebrity singer Justin Bieber
in prison as a result of SOPA. The elements that grab users‘ attention as soon
as they land on the webpage are a picture of Justin Bieber behind bars and the
header ―FREE BIEBER Justin faces 5 brutal years in prison‖16.

The recurrent use of the colour orange, usually associated with the uniform
worn by inmates in prison, for the site‘s headings and most of its clickable
buttons - as well as the stripe ―Don‘t Miss Bieber‘s Response!‖ located at the
top right corner of the site - contribute to putting SOPA within the context of law
violation and imprisonment.
16

Source: http://www.freebieber.org/, retrieved July 7, 2014.
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Interestingly, if social scientists were to put the focus of their analysis
exclusively on the pictures posted on freebieber.org, a different reality would be
constructed: that of news reporting. The five pictures featured on the site,
excluding the two of the Free Bieber store section towards the bottom of the
homepage, appear to reconstruct the structure of news reporting typical of
mainstream media.
The first picture (at the top of the page) is the ―shocking one‖, the one that
shows that celebrity teen pop singer Justin Bieber has just been put behind
bars - as he is still wearing normal clothes. The second image illustrates the
reporting of the event from a news anchorman. The third picture could function
as a live reporting segment, in which correspondents outside the courtroom
document events – Bieber being escorted by the police, in this case - and
present them to the audience watching the news coverage at home. The fourth
picture shows a crying Bieber, now wearing an orange inmate jumpsuit, on
lockdown, while the fifth illustration shows Bieber, along with what can be
understood as his lawyer, attending a hearing in a courtroom.

The use of a moving Justin Bieber gif in picture three and cartoon-style tears
dropping like waterfalls in image four add a touch of humour and leave no
doubts to whether the illustrated facts are fictitious or real.

Figures 9 and 10: Print screens of the first two pictures of the ―news coverage‖ frame
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Figure 11 and 12: Print screens of pictures three and four of the ―news coverage‖
frame

Figure 13: A Print screen of the last image of the ―news coverage‖ sequence

The analysis of the five images sheds light on Free Bieber‘s use of the protest
tactic of culture jamming (Harold, 2004; Carducci, 2006; Wettergren, 2009;
Lievrouw, 2011; Boyd, 2012). The use of this strategy can be seen as two fold.
On the one hand, it applies culture jamming to the concept of news coverage,
by recreating its own version of a news report. On the other, since the campaign
did not initially receive media coverage, as mainstream media supported the
bill, its representation of the mainstream news coverage can be seen as implicit
criticism to mainstream media for not having discussed the campaign.

It is interesting to note that, in its construction and presentation of reality, Free
Bieber touches on points connected to Boyd‘s (2012: 106) principle of Bring the
issue home, in which ‗creative activists can make an otherwise abstract, faraway issue relevant by making it personal […]‘. (ibid.) At first glance, for an
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ordinary Web user, the issue around SOPA and copyright infringement may
have seemed distant. However, with what can be considered a ―tactical use of
the language‖, Free Bieber succeeds in proving people wrong about their
proximity to the SOPA and the copyright infringement debate.

In fact, the section of freebieber.org titled 5 years in jail, for singing! explains
how the passing of the bill would have repercussions on the life of pretty much
everyone, especially in the United States. The text cites ―videos of a school
play‖ and ―a professional baseball game‖ as examples of possible ―copyrightinfringing crimes‖. School plays are a tradition, especially among schools in the
U.S., and parents often turn to video to record their children‘s performance.

In other words, pretty much every parent in the U.S. could end up facing
consequences from a legal standpoint for simply recording a school play
featuring their children and uploading it on the Internet. And in this discourse,
the ―criminals‖ are not the ―usual suspects‖. A criminal is generally seen as
someone who has done something wrong or who is bad person - a view that
can be tied, at least to some extent, to the representation of inmates and
criminals mediated by mainstream media and Hollywood movies.
In the Free Bieber context, however, the criminal is Justin Bieber. ―Just a kid,
singing a song‖ (as it is also made evident by the YouTube video, located in the
second half of the homepage, showing a younger Bieber singing a cover song),
who ―stayed away‖ not only ―from drugs‖, but even from ―punk rock‖, as can be
read in the ironic text on freebieber.org. To some extent, this represents the
think narratively principle (Boyd, 2012), where ‗sometimes the best response to
a powerful enemy is a powerful story‘ (p. 186).
Free Bieber does not limit itself to implicitly address American parents and ―just
kids‖ in its discourse, though. As in the case of Fight for the Future‘s site which
used the pronoun ―we‖ (―Find out about threats to our basic rights‖), the
campaign also assumes a more inclusive tone and addresses ―everyone‖. On
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the Free Bieber homepage, the pronoun ―we‖ is used with an active
connotation; ―What should we do?‖, explicitly calling for an action.

The inclusiveness of the discourse here can also be identified in the section 5
years in jail, for singing! In addition to videos of a school play or a professional
baseball game, even footages ―with incidental background music (even just a
ringtone)‖ may have ended up being considered as copyright-infringing. In other
words, just like in the hypothetical case of Bieber, who would be sentenced to
jail for five years, ordinary people could suffer a similar fate, too, had they
uploaded a video with accidental background music or that captures the sound
of a copyright-protected song coming from their phone.

Similar to what happened with fightforthefuture.org, Free Bieber also presents
elements that are tied to the history of technology. This represents an example
of Boyd‘s (2012: 168) principle of reframe - the easiest way to win an argument
is to redefine the terms of the debate. After the redefinition of SOPA as a bill
that could send pretty much everyone to prison, Free Bieber redefines the
debate around SOPA and copyright infringement as a fight against new
technology. Ammori (2013) notes that, for the past hundred years, copyright
holders have sued to stop all sorts of new innovation (p.470), and he mentions
the ‗VCR, […] cable DVR […] and the MP3 Player‘ (ibid.) as examples. The
VCR is discussed on Free Bieber, too - They tried to ban the VCR.

Furthermore, Free Bieber features a manifestation of what Boyd (2012: 60)
refers to as identity correction. The scholar identifies the exposure of corporate
malfeasance and the reframing of an issue (ibid.) as two of the most common
uses of identity correction as a protest tactic. The freebieber.org section Wait it’s illegal? reframes the discussion by turning the term copyright infringement
into commercial infringement.

It can be inferred that, for the fact that the Recording Industry Association of
America (RIAA) and the Motion Picture Association of America (MPAA) were
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both in favour of SOPA, Free Bieber criticised them as well. To confirm such
assumption, it is enough to simply look at the first sentence of the section Who’s
idea was this?: ―The music and movie companies. In their eyes, stricter
copyright law = more $$.‖ This phrase does not leave room for much
interpretation on whether the campaign called the RIAA and MPAA out or not.

In terms of social proof and interconnectivity, freebieber.org features, at the top
left corner of the webpage, a button that displays that 56,000 people have liked
the page on Facebook. Two hyperlinks, both located at the bottom of the page,
link to Fight for the Future‘s website.

If e-mobilisation on fightforthefuture.org was fostered by the opportunity people
had to donate money or even submit a campaign, Free Bieber takes the
concept to a whole different level. The audio interview with Hot 99.5 Radio, in
which Bieber said that SOPA supporter Klobuchar needed to be ‗put away in
handcuffs‘ (Lee, 2013: 635), is set on autoplay. This means that, as soon as
users land on the webpage, they hear an excerpt of the interview.

Additionally, the site enhances mobilisation by giving people eight buttons,
distributed throughout the homepage, to share it on social media, and it calls for
two types of action. The first, which assumes a more formal connotation, is to
sign the online petition to stop the ―Bieber bill‖. Interestingly, in addition to the
main online petition box located at the centre of the web interface, Free Bieber
gives visitors three additional places (all located toward the bottom of the
webpage) to sign the petition. Contrary to what will be discussed later on in the
case of Boycott GoDaddy, here the petition features only one field: email
address. This means that signing the petition to stop the bill is a quick action
that, as written above the field for the email address, only takes ―10 seconds‖.

The Biebercam and pictures are the second call to action featured on the
homepage. Free Bieber addressed photoshop paparazzi, who can be
considered the modern ―experts‖ of a protest tactic that has widely been studied
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in the context of protest groups and social movements: culture jamming (Harold,
2004; Carducci, 2006; Wettergren, 2009; Lievrouw, 2011; Boyd; 2012). The
direct call to action - ―Photoshop paparazzi, start your engines‖ - is presented
below the section titled Submit Justin-in-jail photos. The campaign also gave
users the option to record a video of themselves, apply a transparent jail-bar
overlay - with a Justin Bieber-like hair wig or without - and send it to Congress.
To display an example of a video made using the Biebercam, and perhaps to
show social proof (in terms of people actually recording and submitting videos
of themselves ―behind bars‖), Free Bieber features a video of a father - holding
his toddler - voicing his support of Free Bieber. Even though freebieber.org
features a wide array of rather entertaining tools users could use to achieve
Free Bieber‘s main goal (―sheer numbers‖), the website lays out clear
instructions for users: ―Things you can do to stop this bill? First, Sign the
Petition‖. Photoshopped wigs and prison bar overlays, YouTube videos, online
petitions, social media and various protest tactics…this is the ‗new kind of
twenty-first century political protest‘ (Lee, 2013: p. 245).

Figure 14: A print screen of the Free Bieber section that featured protest tools

4.3 Analysis: American Censorship Day
The qualitative discourse analysis of American Censorship Day brings to
surface Boyd‘s (2012: 118) concept of consider your audience. On the one
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hand, there is Free Bieber, a campaign that, as assessed by Segal & Moon
(2013), targeted an apolitical crowd (p. 86).

On the other hand, there is American Censorship Day. Compared to Free
Bieber, americancensorship.org assumed a more formal, less playful and less
frivolous tone. However, this did not translate into the absence of protest
strategies. This can be seen already in the name of the campaign itself. By
putting together the words American and Censorship, the campaign
emphasised the contraction of having the U.S., a country that had openly
voiced it support of democracy, pass a bill that would call for actions of
censorship (Lee, 2013: 753). Generally, people in the United States do not
associate censorship with American (ibid.).

In the American Censorship Day‘s discourse, SOPA is still seen as a threat, as
something that ―can have a great effect on further Internet development‖17. The
concept, opposed to what had happened before, is presented within a more
explanatory language and is put into a rather political context.

At first, ACD appears to be using a rather objective, and more explanatory tone
than the other campaigns. Nevertheless, a well-defined protest tactic can be
identified: identity correction. For Boyd (2012: 60), such a strategy can be used
to embarrass a target, to correct the public record and/or to reframe an issue.
While some people had seen SOPA as sort of updated version the 1998 Digital
Millennium Copyright Act, American Censorship Day illustrates how,
paradoxically, SOPA ―has also come into violation with already existing Digital
Millennium Copyright Act‖. Therefore, it appears as if those who were in favour
of the DMCA were now pushing for a rather similar bill, which would, however,
come into violation with it.

17

Source: http://americancensorship.org/, retrieved July 31, 2014.
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In terms of colours, ACD does not utilise any particular colour as a semiotic tool
that triggers an emotion. The grey background of americancensorship.org is in
line with the formal style of the webpage, which resembles that of a public
institution. The yellow of the text, ―American Censorship‖, in the top left corner
of the page is the first element that captures the attention of web visitors. It is
not clear whether the eagle placed in the logo is a reference to the seal of the
President of the United States.

American Censorship Day differs from Fight for the Future‘s homepage and the
other two campaigns also in terms of mobilisation. In fact, the main goal of its
homepage appears to be providing users with information about SOPA and
illustrating how it is connected to the 1998 Digital Millennium Copyright Act.
There is no link to Fight for the Future‘s site nor to other campaigns, and there
is no interactive element, such as an online petition to sign, a video to watch or
an image to share, that calls for e-mobilisation. The same can be said for
elements that contribute to show the breadth of the movement (Boyd, 2012:
36), which I have categorised as social proof (such as Facebook share and like
count buttons).

As I had limited my analysis to the homepage of Fight for the Future and that of
the three campaigns, my comments and inferences are limited to that and
disregard other sections of the website. In my opinion, the primary goal of
American Censorship Day was to inform. However, due to the lack of an explicit
addressee in the campaign‘s discourse, it is not possible to clearly identify an
ideal ―target-audience‖. The rather formal look of the site and the formal
language used led me to conclude that its discourse was directed to those with
an interest in Internet freedom and in the copyright-online piracy debate.

At the moment of the analysis, the American Censorship Day homepage
featured two advertising banners of Google ads. The presence of a visitors
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counter, located at the bottom left of the page, with what appeared to be
Russian texts and a quick search on the website Whois18 show that someone
other than Fight for the Future now owns the domain americancensorship.org.
Therefore, it can be inferred that those ―monetisation elements‖ have been
added to the site by its new admin(s).
4.4 Analysis: Boycott GoDaddy
Mobilisation and calls to action, on the other hand, were key features of Boycott
GoDaddy. As the name suggests, the campaign itself had as a final goal a
concrete action: a boycott. Thus, it is not surprising to see the webpage
populated with two call to actions. The first is the e-petition which the user
pledged to boycott GoDaddy with (and had the option to state how many
domains he/she would transfer from GoDaddy). It is placed at the centre of the
webpage and it is the first element that catches the visitor‘s eye. The second,
the artists‘ letter located at the top of the homepage, helps in framing the
SOPA-PIPA debate around a specific group of people: artists and musicians.

The two calls to action explicitly address specific people: those using GoDaddy
as a web hosting provider (throughout the homepage and in the pledge letter)
and artists (mentioned in the artists‘ letter at the top of the page).Unlike
American Censorship Day, on Boycott GoDaddy the emphasis is on the visitor
taking action. The text under the petition brings into the discussion two new
stakeholders: the Internet community - mentioned through Reddit and Ben Huh
of Cheezburger - and an authority: Wikipedia.

The overall message of the Boycott GoDaddy campaign can identified in one
sentence. The text explains how prominent members of the Web community
and an authority - Wikipedia - have boycotted GoDaddy. ―We want you to follow

18

Retrieved on November 27, 2014
http://whois.domaintools.com/americancensorship.org
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their lead‖19reads what I consider to be the key sentence of the whole
campaign. Overall, the focus of the discourse appears to be more on
GoDaddy‘s support of SOPA and PIPA, as well as on the need of a users‘
action, rather than on SOPA‘s and PIPA‘s impact on Internet freedom.
Contrary to what happened on American Censorship Day, Boycott GoDaddy
features elements of social proof and interconnectivity. The Facebook boxes
located at the top left corner of the page clearly show that 5,100 people have
liked Boycott GoDaddy on Facebook. Users are even given the opportunity to
share their support of the cause on Facebook (with one ―Like‖ and two ―Share‖
buttons) and Twitter. As for interconnectivity, four of the thirteen hyperlinks
(excluding the aforementioned social media share buttons) that populate the
homepage link to Fight for the Future‘s website.

This means that, while in the case of American Censorship Day the campaign
did not link to Fight for the Future‘s site, both Boycott GoDaddy and Free Bieber
potentially sent traffic - through their hyperlinks - to fightforthefuture.org.

In terms of colour, with the exception of the standard colours of the Facebook
and Twitter buttons, Boycott GoDaddy features two elements that stand out
from the otherwise light grey background. The first is the red-white-blue frame
of the pledge letter, which may be understood as a cultural reference to old
envelopes that used the same colours. Then there is the red button at the top of
the page, which links to Fight for the Future‘s site. Nor this button and the blue
fill of the ―Submit‖ button in the pledge box appear to have any particular
meaning.
4.5 Analysis: Fight for the Future’s campaign on Twitter
The quantitative part of this study, on the other hand, focused on the
quantitative content analysis of Fight for the Future‘s 181 tweets posted on its

19

Source: http://godaddyboycott.org/, retrieved September 21, 2014
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Twitter page20 during the period of observation. The analysis show that 67.9%
of the messages mentioned either an anti- or a pro-SOPA individual. 70.7% of
these were members of the anti-SOPA movement. 31% of the anti-SOPA
people were addressed using the @ mention on Twitter, and this represents an
important finding. In fact, when a person is mentioned in a tweet with the @
Twitter handle, he or she receives a notification that informs him/her of the
tweet. Conversely, if the @ mention is missing, no notification is sent. In this
case, doing research by typing one‘s own Twitter username in the search box is
the only way to find tweets mentioning the user without the Twitter handle.

Overall, Fight for the Future‘s communication on Twitter included hyperlinks,
with 69% of the tweets featuring at least one. The majority of these, 32%, linked
to an anti-SOPA organisation or resource. In what can be considered a
preliminary finding, contrary to my initial hypothesis, almost 80% of the tweets
(79.4%) did not include what I referred to as a multimedia element: a picture, a
video, an infographic, a meme or a ―protest tool‖ like a banner to be used in a
protest.

Surprisingly, Fight for the Future‘s use of multimedia did not lean much toward
images, infographics or memes, as I predicted. In fact, during the period of
observation, the nonprofit used 14 photos and 14 videos, so an equal 39%39%.Also the interaction between multimedia and popular culture went against
what I hypothesised. In fact, a good 64% of the multimedia elements Fight for
the Future shared on Twitter did not have a direct correlation with popular
culture (like memes do), rather it aimed to inform users about a specific event or
fact.

70.2% of the tweets featured at least one hashtag, and 58.6% of the overall
data was interacted with, either with a retweet or favourite, from one to five
users. Another preliminary finding worth mentioning is that, despite the fact that
20

Retrieved October 26, 2014 from https://twitter.com/fightfortheftr
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the ―protest‖ frame was the most recurring one (30.4% of the tweets), a good
53% of Twitter posts did not feature a call to action of any sort. Of the tweets
featuring a call to action, 30% featured a ―share an information‖ or ―spread the
knowledge‖ type action, while another 30% mentioned a ―join a group‖ or ―send
an email‖ call to action.
4.6 Analysis: Fight for the Future’s campaign on Facebook
During the period of analysis, Fight for the Future posted a total of 98 posts on
its Facebook page21. 75.6% of these mentioned a person (nobody was
mentioned using the @ function on Facebook), with members of the anti-SOPA
movement being the most recurring subject (81.1%).73.5% of the posts
included a link - with those aimed at an anti-SOPA organisation, site or article
being the majority (44.4%). Once again, as occurred on Twitter, multimedia was
rather absent on Facebook (it appeared in only 26.5% of the posts).
Surprisingly, videos (34.6%), and not pictures, were the type of multimedia Fight
for the Future shared the most.
In terms of calls to action, 43.9% of the posts featured at least one. ―Join a
group‖, ―send an email‖ or ―sign a petition‖ were the most recurring instances of
online calls to action (40.1%), while ―make a phone call‖ was undoubtedly the
one adopted the most for offline actions (53.3%). Just like on Twitter, ―protest‖
was the most recurring frame (37.8%) while, when it came to engagement, the
most engaging posts were shared equally between 1-5 users (28.6%) and 6-10
users (28.6%).

21

Retrieved November 2, 2014 from https://www.facebook.com/fightfortheftr
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5 Conclusions
In this section that I look at those more in-depth and draw conclusions based on
such analysis. I give more generalised interpretations and also compare my
findings with the original presumptions and research questions. The following
sub-chapter focuses on the qualitative aspect of this thesis, which concentrated
on Fight for the Future and its three online campaigns: Free Bieber, American
Censorship Day and Boycott GoDaddy. Sub-chapter 5.2, on the other hand,
addresses the quantitative part of the research and looks at the analysis of the
non-profit‘s discourse on Facebook and Twitter.

5.1 Regarding the qualitative research question
On its website and in the online campaigns, Fight for the Future enhanced emobilisation by deploying a series of discourse strategies and protest tactics. Its
site served as a sort of ―online headquarters‖, which addresses all the various
topics the NGO has monitored – as an online watchdog - and acted upon. Here,
the SOPA and PIPA debate is not framed in any particular context, unlike the
case of the three online campaigns. Each of the issues Fight for the Future has
fought for is presented - and linked to - on the homepage.

The main purpose of fightforthefuture.org appears to be that of an online
repository, where people can find out all about the issues the non-profit has at
heart and fights for. The language used on the site does not address a
particular audience. From the use of the pronoun we, like in the text ―Find out
about threats to our basic rights‖, it can be inferred that the site talks to a
universal audience that cares about the Internet.
It should be noted that the website also features an ―As covered by‖, which
contributes to increase Fight for the Future‘s prestige and position of authority.
Additionally, the site even gives people the opportunity to shift from campaign
followers to campaign makers. In fact, in addition to purchasing products or
donating to the non-profit, the site enables visitors to submit their own
campaign.
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Free Bieber, the first campaign Fight for the Future launched against SOPA,
tackled the issue of SOPA in a different way. First of all, appears to have been
thought and carried out with a specific target audience in mind: teenagers who
followed Canadian star singer Justin Bieber. The non-profit‘s use of the artist as
spokesperson of the campaign makes it an example of celebrity-driven activism.

Justin Bieber was chosen for two reasons. On the one hand, he had risen to
prominence by uploading YouTube videos in which he sang songs by famous
artists. If SOPA had been introduced before Bieber became famous, his actions
would have caused him problems from a legal standpoint, as they would have
been considered copyright infringement.

On the other hand, Justin Bieber was one of the most popular social media
personalities. He had followers numbering in the millions (Lee, 2013: 243). This
meant that, by bringing him into the SOPA debate, the anti-SOPA movement
successfully brought into a political discussion ‗an entirely different crowd that
was predominantly apolitical‘ (Segal & Moon, 2013: 86). In the political world,
underaged people do not have a say in terms of voting. Free Bieber, however,
by utilising the combination of Bieber as spokesperson and e-petitions, enabled
them to voice their opinion on SOPA - a political matter - and take an impactful
action.

On freebieber.org, Fight for the Future utilised a series of discourse strategies
and protest tactics that contributed to bringing the SOPA debate closer to the
intended audience (Bieber‘s fans). Firstly, the discussion around SOPA is
presented from the perspective of its legal consequences for Bieber and for
those who would commit copyright infringing activities such as uploading videos
of school plays and basketball games on YouTube. For the fact that school
plays are a tradition of North American schools, and basketball is more popular
in the United States than anywhere else, it can be inferred that the discourse of
Free Bieber also targets American parents.
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The campaign, however, has a third intended audience. By mentioning ―videos
with incidental background music (even just a ringtone)‖ as an additional
example of what SOPA considers a copyright infringing activity, Free Bieber
implicitly addresses all those who use YouTube. The use of such examples,
paired with a YouTube video of a younger Justin Bieber singing a cover song,
contributes to validating Boyd‘s (2012) concept of ―Bring the issue home‖, in
which ‗creative activists can make an otherwise abstract, far-away issue
relevant by making it personal‘ (p. 106).

In the case of Free Bieber, a political issue (SOPA) is brought closer to
teenagers by constructing a reality in which their teen pop idol - Bieber – would
end up in jail because of the bill. The proximity of the SOPA debate is
accentuated by mentioning school plays, basketball game and videos with
incidental background music as examples of what is seen as copyright
infringement by the bill and its supporters. From the teenagers‘ point of view,
the Stop Online Piracy Act may be seen as a bill that could send them, their
parents, their friends and even their idols to prison.

The use of the colour orange, which is the same colour of the jumpsuits worn by
inmates, and the tactic of culture jamming of a news coverage – as Free Bieber
presents its own version of news coverage of Bieber getting arrested and going
to trial – contribute to the reinforcement of this world in which Justin Bieber ends
up behind bars because of SOPA.

For Uldam (2010:120), in order to foster the political engagement of people,
strategic intent must be couple with passion (Mouffe, 2000:148).Free Bieber did
touch the affective sphere of teenagers, for the reasons - and with the protest
tactics and discourse strategies - mentioned above. Political engagement and
action follow. The anti-SOPA campaign provided people with various ways to
voice their opinion and take action. First, there is the online petition, which takes
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only ―10 seconds to sign‖. As stated on the site, signing the petition is the first
thing people can do to stop the bill. Then there is the Biebercam.

Fight for the Future made transparent jail-bar overlays and a wig (with hair that
looked like Bieber‘s) available to those who wanted to ―send a message to
Congress from behind bars‖. The section of the website that features this
protest tool also features a video of the jail-bar overlay in action: a father,
holding his toddler, voicing his support of Free Bieber.

On freebieber.org, e-mobilisation was enhanced by the aforementioned
discourse strategies and protest tactics. Many of these, however, did not appear
on another anti-SOPA campaign: American Censorship Day. Unlike Free
Bieber, American Censorship Day features far less protest tactics and discourse
strategies and, at first glance, on its website the debate over SOPA is not
reframed. Despite this, the formal and informative language the site uses to
discuss SOPA can be seen as a protest tactic in itself. The shift in language,
style and strategies from Free Bieber to American Censorship Day appears to
be an example of Boyd‘s (2012: 118) concept of ―consider your audience‖. As
the target audience of the latter campaign appears to be a more mature group
of people interested in politics and Internet freedom, the decision to use more
formal language, and avoid the use of e-petitions and ―frivolous‖ protest tools
such as the Biebercam, makes perfect sense.

Nevertheless, American Censorship Day still carries out a protest tactic: identity
correction (Boyd, 2012: 60). Some people saw SOPA as an updated version of
the 1998 Digital Millennium Copyright Act. The campaign, however, discusses
how SOPA ―has also come into violation with already existing Digital Millennium
Copyright Act.‖ In other words, it appeared as if those who were in favour of the
DMCA were now pushing for a rather similar bill, which would, paradoxically,
come into violation with it.
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An additional paradox regarding SOPA can be found in the name of the
campaign itself. The campaign creates an antithesis of the words ―American‖
and ―Censorship‖. Lee (2013: 753) discusses this by explaining how, generally,
people in the United States do not associate ―censorship‖ with ―American‖.
Hence, another paradox.

In the American Censorship Day‘s discourse, SOPA is still seen as a threat, as
something that ―can have a great effect on further Internet development.‖ The
concept, as opposed to what had occurred previously, is presented within a
more political and explanatory context.

On a micro level, American Censorship Day fostered mobilisation by putting
emphasis on SOPA‘s unfitness to tackle the issue of online piracy, based on the
bill‘s contrast with the Digital Millennium Copyright Act. On a macro level, that of
the anti-SOPA movement, the campaign served as the piece of the puzzle that
informed those interested in politics and who are seeking a solution for online
piracy. If Free Bieber targeted teenagers and American Censorship Day those
with a passion for politics, Boycott GoDaddy addressed members of the Internet
community. This campaign represents an example of shift from pro- to antiSOPA by a stakeholder (GoDaddy). And its goal is clear already from the name
itself: people have to ―boycott‖ GoDaddy.

The campaign, which targets the Internet community and those who hosted
their web domains on GoDaddy, calls for an action that would have financial
consequences for the web hosting company. Here, e-mobilisation is enhanced
by mentioning the actions carried out by ―Internet celebrities‖ such as Wikipedia
and Ben Huh of Cheezburger against GoDaddy (and SOPA).

In fact, what I consider the most important paragraph of the campaign mentions
the Reddit user who announced he would be pulling 51 domains from
GoDaddy. ―He was quickly followed by Ben Huh of Cheezburger […],‖ it
continues, ―who pledge to move 1,000+ of the companies domains. Even
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Wikipedia is transferring their domains from GoDaddy. We want you to follow
their lead.‖ Ben Huh and Cheezburger are two popular names within the
Internet community, and so is Wikipedia.

Fight for the Future‘s message could not have been more clear: popular
companies that strongly rely on the Web have taken action and we want you to
do the same. This concept of following the footsteps of Ben Huh and Wikipedia
can be understood as a strategy designed to trigger people‘s emotion and
foster their mobil(e)isation (Hands, 2011).

Generally, Fight for the Future enhanced e-mobilisation by using discourse
strategies and protest tactics tailored to the target audience. Different discourse
strategies and protest tactics (bring the issue home, culture jamming, reframe,
identity correction) and tools (Biebercam, e-petitions, boycott pledge) were used
to engaged with and mobilise different target groups (teenagers and YouTube
users, those interested in politics and in Internet policy, members of the Internet
community and GoDaddy customers).

Thus, in its online campaigns against SOPA, Fight for the Future enhanced emobilisation through discourse strategies and protest tactics that, by bringing
the issue home (Boyd, 2012), contributed to triggering passion (Mouffe, 2000)
and fostering the political engagement of social agents (Laclau & Mouffe, 1985).
The use of the reframe tactic (Boyd, 2012: 168), which saw SOPA being
presented as a bill that would send pretty much everyone - including celebrities
- to prison (Free Bieber) and as an act that is unsuitable to tackle online piracy
and that collides with the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (American
Censorship Day), is the most latent example of this.

In my original presumptions, I hypothesised Fight for the Future accentuated
use of visual elements such as images, videos and infographics, as well as
memes (Milner, 2013) in its anti-SOPA campaign. Somewhat surprisingly,
however, multimedia have been a core element of only one out of three
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campaigns - Free Bieber. From the anti-SOPA movement perspective, I
expected a strong use of visual elements for the fact that such elements are
part of Internet culture.

I mentioned Web users‘ short attention span and the overall importance of
relying on graphic elements to convey a message on a website (Hong et al.,
2004; Rosenkrans, 2009; Weatherhead, 2014) as justifications for such a
hypothesis. Multimedia, however, were only an important part of Free
Bieber.This decision may be attributed to the fact that teenagers, the intended
audience of the campaign, have a shorter attention span online than older
audiences.

Overall, the qualitative part of this thesis did provide answers to the research
question, ―How did the American non-profit Fight for the Future enhance emobilisation through the discourse strategies and protest strategies used in its
online campaigns?‖.The findings, however, do not validate my initial
presumptions of a massive use of multimedia elements in all the anti-SOPA
campaigns.
5.2 Regarding the quantitative research question
In my initial presumptions for the quantitative part of this study, I hypothesised a
high use of multimedia and interactive elements tailored to Facebook and
Twitter. I assumed Fight for the Future would use multimedia elements such as
infographics to explain the negative consequences of SOPA and PIPA for
Internet freedom, even to those not politically-savvy.

In my preliminary considerations, I also discussed how I expected to see a high
use of memes on social media, for the fact that such artefacts are ‗increasingly
vibrant and prominent in mediated public discourse‘ (Milner, 2013: 2359). I
thought Fight for the Future would strongly rely on them to communicate with
the members of the anti-SOPA movement and to taunt those in favour of the
bill.
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At the same time, I presumed the non-profit would create interactivity by using
the @ mention function on both Twitter and Facebook. By communicating this
way, the NGO would be sure that the addressees of its messages would
receive a notification that informs them of the fact that they had been mentioned
in a tweet or post. Furthermore, I expected to see protest tools such as
shareable banners or censored logos disseminated on both Facebook and
Twitter.

Somewhat surprisingly, though, none of the aforementioned hypotheses turned
out to be accurate. What I considered crucial components of the interactive
dimension of Fight for the Future‘s discourse on social media were either
absent or present only in a limited capacity.

On both Facebook and Twitter, multimedia were not present in the majority of
the communications (only 26.5% on Facebook and 20.6% on Twitter). Video,
and not infographics nor memes, was the most recurring type of multimedia
content shared on social media (34.6% on Facebook, 39% on Twitter). This
means that, in order to convey a message and explain concepts regarding the
SOPA debate, Fight for the Future relied on video as the multimedia of choice.
Contrary to what I predicted, memes were almost entirely absent from Fight for
the Future‘s discourse, both to communicate with the members of the antiSOPA movement and to mock its ―opponents‖.

The use of the @ mention and shareable protest tools also seldom appeared in
Fight for the Future‘s discourse on social media. I expected these to be
elements the nonprofit would consistently use to interact with both its ―allies‖
and ―enemies‖ on Facebook and Twitter, but that was not the case.

The quantitative content analysis of Fight for the Future‘s social media
discourse did provide answers to the research question ―What were the
interactive features of Fight for the Future‘s discourse on social media?‖.The
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results obtained, however, do not validate any of my presumptions for this part
of the study and, as will be discussed in the following chapter, cannot be
considered entirely exhaustive.
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6 Discussion
In the final chapter of this thesis, I assess the work done, elaborate on whether
it succeeded in answering the research questions, and discuss the strengths
and weaknesses of the research carried out. In the final sub-section, I talk
about what kind of new questions were raised during the investigation and
explore directions for possible further studies on the topic.
6.1 Assessment of this research
The results obtained by carrying out a qualitative discourse analysis of Fight for
the Future‘s homepage and the three anti-SOPA campaigns, Free Bieber,
American Censorship Day and Boycott GoDaddy, did provide results that
answer the qualitative research question.

As discussed in section 6.1, the NGO enhanced e-mobilisation, or
mobil(e)isation (Hands, 2011), by adopting discourse strategies, a linguistic
style and protest tactic suitable for each campaign‘s intended audience. Free
Bieber‘s informal language style, and SOPA being reframed as a bill that could
send teenagers who use YouTube, their parents and even celebrities like Justin
Bieber to jail, and the use of parodic and ―frivolous‖ elements, as well as protest
tools that can be used in just ―10 seconds‖, are perfect for the apolitical
teenagers the campaign addressed.

American Censorship Day, on the other hand, used a much more formal style both in terms of design of the webpage and language - and reframed SOPA as
an act that is, at the same time, unsuitable to tackle the issue of online piracy
and is in violation of a bill previously created for addressing that problem: the
Digital Millennium Copyright Act. Such strategies are tailored for the target
group of adults interested in politics and Internet policy.

Then there is Boycott GoDaddy, a campaign that called for the action of
members of the Internet community and GoDaddy customers. Here, the focus
of the discussion is not much on SOPA itself, rather on GoDaddy supporting the
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bill. In this case, e-mobilisation is enhanced by showing how important
personalities like Ben Huh and companies like Wikipedia have voiced their
opinion against SOPA by boycotting GoDaddy.

The quantitative content analysis, on the other hand, provided answers to the
quantitative research question. As content analysis works through the
processes of coding, categorising and counting, the outcomes of such an
approach are statistical.

In the case of Fight for the Future‘s discourse on Twitter, I noted that, of the 181
tweets it posted during the period of observation:
• 75.6% mentioned a stakeholder in the SOPA debate (81.1% of these

mentions featured members of the anti-SOPA movement);
• 73.5% included a link (and 44.4% of the hyperlinks linked to the site of an anti-

SOPA organisation or an anti-SOPA blog post);
• only 26.5% featured multimedia, with video being the most recurring one

(34.6%);
• 53% did not included a call to action of any sort;

• 57.2% were interacted with by a group of Twitter users that ranged between 1

and 10.

The obtained results do answer the research question, but they cannot be
understood as completely accurate and definite. In fact, when collecting the
data, I encountered some cases in which, for example, a hyperlink did not work.
This led to the data in question to be categorised as ―not available‖. When
carrying out a quantitative discourse analysis, it is important to take such a
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category into consideration for the fact that, had that data been available, the
outcome of that part of the research would have been different.

Therefore, I consider the work done as not answering the research questions in
their entirety. On the other hand, all the data for the qualitative discourse
analysis was available and, in this sense, the work did achieve its goal of
providing elaborate answers to the qualitative research question.
6.2 Strengths and weaknesses
The non-availability of certain data undoubtedly represents a weakness of this
study, for the fact that the missing out has shaped the outcome of the
quantitative content analysis. Another limitation of this thesis concerns the
temporal aspect of social media. When looking at the ―engagement‖ category, I
focused on whether a tweet or Facebook post had been interacted with (in the
form of a ―like‖ or share, retweet or favourite).

I have not taken the time aspect into consideration, though. To some extent,
this has had an impact on the outcome of the quantitative part of the research
for the fact that, potentially, a Twitter or Facebook user could have interacted
with a post or tweet yesterday or even today, a few years after the period of
observation. While it is unlikely that a user would go ―dig up‖ old content on
social media for their very dynamic nature, this aspect cannot be completely
disregarded from the assessment of the work done.

In terms of strengths, I think the qualitative part of this research contributes to
shedding light on the importance of Fight for the Future and the SOPA case as
a meeting point between past research of activist groups, the branch of
academic research that looks at the visual dimension of social movements, and
the study of protest tactics utilised by the latter.

Overall, I think that, through the research questions I formulated and attempted
to address, this study has succeeded not only in answering, but also in placing
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itself within various contexts (study of protest groups, visual analysis of social
movements, online activism and use of protest tactics). Moreover, I think that,
by focusing on e-mobilisation, discourse strategies and protest tactics, I
managed to discuss Fight for the Future and the SOPA case from a perspective
that appears to have been missing in previous studies. Hence, after concluding
my research, I feel that my decision of choosing Fight for the Future and SOPA
as objects of analysis is justified. I consider this to be another strength of this
thesis.

6.3 Final considerations
As previously stated, by studying Fight for the Future and SOPA the way I did, I
brought together various branches of academic research - the study of protest
groups, the visual analysis of social movement, mobilisation and protest tactics.
Despite this, I still see room for possible further studies of the topic by using
both the approach I used, as well as different approaches.

While Fight for the Future has been considered the mastermind behind the
battle against SOPA, the anti-SOPA movement featured a series of important
stakeholders in various fields - activist groups (e.g. Demand Progress), Internet
communities (e.g. Reddit), gamers, etc. The largest protest in the history of the
World Wide Web was the result of a collective effort. This means that each
group contributed to the engagement of people within its field or area of
interest, and the mobilisation of the movement as a whole. Hence, it would be
interesting to carry out a comparative study that looks at how such groups
engaged people and, by enhancing mobilisation, generated ―micro‖ ‗spillovers‘
(Meyer & Whittier, 1994) that eventually formed the anti-SOPA movement.
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APPENDIX 1: Twitter coding sheet
Is The Tweet a Retweet?
0= no
1= yes
People Mentioned:
0= no
1= yes
2= yes, a “neutral” person or institution is mentioned (e.g. Congress)
3= the media
4= other
Anti-SOPA person/organisation mentioned
0= no
1= general anti-SOPA people (“you”)
2a= “co-fighter”: anti-SOPA organisation with the @ mention
2b= “co-fighter”: anti-SOPA organisation without the @ mention
3a= celebrity (e.g. Justin Bieber) joining the anti-SOPA group with the @
mention
3b= celebrity joining the anti-SOPA group without the @ mention
4a= politician with the @ mention
4b= politician without the @ mention
5= self-reference
6= people in a specific geographic area (e.g. people in Los Angeles)
7= everyone
Pro-SOPA person/organisation mentioned
0= no
1= general pro-SOPA people
2a= “co-fighter”: pro-SOPA organisation with the @ mention
2b= “co-fighter”: pro-SOPA organisation without the @ mention
3a= celebrity: V.I.P.s joining the pro-SOPA group with the @ mention
3b= celebrity: V.I.P.s joining the pro-SOPA group without the @ mention
Links:
0= no
1= to FFTF
2= to Free Bieber
3= to Boycott GoDaddy
4= to American Censorship Day
5= to anti-SOPA project, article or organisation
6= yes negative consequence of SOPA
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7= achievement vs SOPA
8= yes toward pro-SOPA organisation
9= yes positive consequence of SOPA
10= yes victory of SOPA
11= offline event
12= protest tools
13= other
Multimedia
0= no
1= normal photo
2= meme photo
3= video
4= infographic
5= protest tools (e.g. a banner)
Multimedia: connection with popular culture
0= no
1= yes, a picture is connected with popular culture
2= yes, a meme is connected with popular culture
3= yes, a video is connected with popular culture
4= yes, an infographic is connected with popular culture
Photo:
0= no
1= depicts SOPA negatively
2= depicts SOPA positively
3= depicts anti-SOPA movement negatively
4= depicts anti-SOPA movement positively
5= depicts pro-SOPA movement negatively
6= depicts pro-SOPA movement positively
7= other
Meme:
0= no
1= depicts SOPA negatively
2= depicts SOPA positively
3= depicts anti-SOPA movement negatively
4= depicts anti-SOPA movement positively
5= depicts pro-SOPA movement negatively
6= depicts pro-SOPA movement positively
7= other
Video:
0= no
1= depicts SOPA negatively
2= depicts SOPA positively
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3= depicts anti-SOPA movement negatively
4= depicts anti-SOPA movement positively
5= depicts pro-SOPA movement negatively
6= depicts pro-SOPA movement positively
7= other
Infographic:
0= no
1= depicts SOPA negatively
2= depicts SOPA positively
3= depicts anti-SOPA movement negatively
4= depicts anti-SOPA movement positively
5= depicts pro-SOPA movement negatively
6= depicts pro-SOPA movement positively
7= other
Banner:
0= no
1= depicts SOPA negatively
2= depicts SOPA positively
3= depicts anti-SOPA movement negatively
4= depicts anti-SOPA movement positively
5= depicts pro-SOPA movement negatively
6= depicts pro-SOPA movement positively
7= features a call to action
8= other
Number of hashtags in the tweet:
0= no
1= yes, one hashtag
2= yes, two hashtags
3= yes, three or more hashtags
Hashtags:
1= #SOPA
2= #PIPA
3= #freebieber
4= #netneutrality
5= #netfreedom
6= #protect ip
7= #USAcensored
8= #blacklist
9= #CensorEverything
10= other
Call to Action
0= none
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1= yes
2= yes: online and offline call to actions
Online Call to Action
1= share information
2= send an email
3= sign online petition, join project
4= boycott (e.g. blacken a website)
5= help (Fight for the Future is looking for help, for example web developers),
volunteers and money (the NGO asks people to support it with donations)
6= other
Offline Call to Action
1= share information
2= make phone call
3= sign petition
4= boycott (e.g. join rally on the street)
5= help (Fight for the Future is looking for help, for example web developers),
volunteers and money (the NGO asks people to support it with donations)
6= other
Frames
1= “recruitment”: join cause against SOPA
2= SOPA consequences on your freedom
3= SOPA consequences on the Web (in general)
4= comparison between “democracy” (U.S.) and non-democracy (E.g. China)
5= achievements against SOPA
6= new people joining SOPA
7= call to Action
8= information
9= culture jamming, highlights a contradiction in the pro-SOPA movement or
uses irony
10= other
Engagement:
0= tweet NOT shared/liked
1= tweet by 1-5 people
2= tweet by 6-10 people
3= tweet by 11-20 people
4= tweet by 21-30 people
5= tweet by 31-40 people
6= tweet by 41-50 people
7= tweet by 50+ people
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APPENDIX 2: Facebook Coding Sheet

People Mentioned:
0= no
1= yes
2= a ―neutral‖ subject (e.g. Congress) is mentioned
3= other people
Anti-SOPA person/organisation mentioned
1= the anti-SOPA in general (―you‖)
2a= ―co-fighter‖: anti-SOPA organisation with the @ mention
2b= ―co-fighter‖: anti-SOPA organisation without the @ mention
3a= celebrity (e.g. Justin Bieber): V.I.P.s joining the anti-SOPA group with the
@ mention
3b= celebrity: V.I.P.s joining the anti-SOPA group without the @ mention
4a= anti-SOPA politician with the @ mention
4b= anti-SOPA politician without the @ mention
5= people in a specific geographic area (e.g. people in Los Angeles)
6= everyone
7= self-reference
Pro-SOPA person/organisation mentioned
1= general pro-SOPA people
2a= ―co-fighter‖: pro-SOPA organisation WITH mention
2b= ―co-fighter‖: pro-SOPA organisation WITHOUT mention
3a= celebrity: V.I.P.s joining the pro-SOPA group WITH mention
3b= celebrity: V.I.P.s joining the pro-SOPA group WITHOUT mention
4a= pro-SOPA politician with the @ mention
4b= pro-SOPA politician without the @ mention
5= congress, not seen as neutral, but as pro-SOPA
Links:
0= no
1= to FFTF
2= to Free Bieber
3= to Boycott GoDaddy
4= to American Censorship Day
5= to anti-SOPA project, article or organisation
6= yes negative consequence of SOPA
7= achievement vs SOPA
8= toward a protest tool
9= toward a pro-SOPA organisation
10= yes victory of SOPA
11= offline event
12= other
NA= link not available
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Multimedia
0= no
1= normal photo
2= meme photo
3= video
4= infographic
5= protest tools (e.g. a banner)
Multimedia: connection with popular culture
1= yes, a picture is connected with popular culture
2= yes, a meme is connected with popular culture
3= yes, a video is connected with popular culture
4= yes, an infographic is connected with popular culture
Photo:
0= information
1= depicts SOPA negatively
2= depicts SOPA positively
3= depicts anti-SOPA movement negatively
4= depicts anti-SOPA movement positively
5= depicts pro-SOPA movement negatively
6= depicts pro-SOPA movement positively
7= other
Meme:
0= information
1= depicts SOPA negatively
2= depicts SOPA positively
3= depicts anti-SOPA movement negatively
4= depicts anti-SOPA movement positively
5= depicts pro-SOPA movement negatively
6= depicts pro-SOPA movement positively
7= other
Video:
0= information
1= depicts SOPA negatively
2= depicts SOPA positively
3= depicts anti-SOPA movement negatively
4= depicts anti-SOPA movement positively
5= depicts pro-SOPA movement negatively
6= depicts pro-SOPA movement positively
7= other
Infographic:
0= information
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1= depicts SOPA negatively
2= depicts SOPA positively
3= depicts anti-SOPA movement negatively
4= depicts anti-SOPA movement positively
5= depicts pro-SOPA movement negatively
6= depicts pro-SOPA movement positively
7= other
Banner:
0= information
1= depicts SOPA negatively
2= depicts SOPA positively
3= depicts anti-SOPA movement negatively
4= depicts anti-SOPA movement positively
5= depicts pro-SOPA movement negatively
6= depicts pro-SOPA movement positively
7= features a call to action
8= other
Call to Action
0= none
1= yes
2= yes: online and offline call to actions
Online Call to Action
1= share information
2= send an email, join a campaign
3= sign online petition, join project
4= boycott (e.g. blacken a website)
5= help (Fight for the Future is looking for help, for example web developers),
volunteers and money (the NGO asks people to support it with donations)
6= other
Offline Call to Action
1= share information
2= make phone call
3= sign petition
4= boycott (e.g. join rally on the street)
5= help (Fight for the Future is looking for help, for example web developers),
volunteers and money (the NGO asks people to support it with donations)
6= other
Frames
1= ―recruitment‖: join cause against SOPA
2= SOPA consequences on your freedom
3= SOPA consequences on the Web (in general)
4= comparison between ―democracy‖ (U.S.) and non-democracy (E.g. China)
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5= achievements against SOPA
6= new people joining SOPA
7= call to Action
8= information
9= culture jamming, highlights a contradiction in the pro-SOPA movement or
uses irony
10= other
Engagement:
0= post NOT shared/liked
1= post by 1-5 people
2= post by 6-10 people
3= post by 11-20 people
4= post by 21-30 people
5= post by 31-40 people
6= post by 41-50 people
7= post by 50+ people

